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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with asymptotic methods for Bayesian computation. Both the 
theory and the practice of these methods are discussed. Some of the methods are modi­
fications of Bayesian Bartlett corrections, posterior expectations and predictive densities 
based on signed root log-likelihood ratios obtained in Sweeting (1996) that are designed 
to address some difficulties that arise in applying these asymptotics in multiparameter 
problems. Others explore the use of hybrid methods involving data augmentation, im­
portance sampling, control variâtes and asymptotics. The ultimate goal will be to provide 
a complete package for estimating univariate posterior distribution functions, posterior 
density functions, posterior moments and marginal posterior densities, including checks 
on the accuracy of these estimators.
Although the real value of the methods described here is that they can be applied to 
multiparameter problems, for each method the theory is developed first for the single 
parameter case in order to expose the main ideas. An appealing feature of these methods 
is that log-likelihood derivatives beyond second order are not required. The power and 
the limitations of the methods are illustrated by means of examples.
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Introduction
Widely used strategies for Bayesian computation include numerical integration, 
stochastic simulation and analytic approximation. With regard to the latter, modern 
methods of asymptotic analysis have been proposed. Tierney and Kadane (1986) and 
Tierney et al (1989a, b) use Laplace methods to derive approximations for marginal pos­
terior densities and posterior expectations. These formulae have asymptotic accuracies 
of a high order and have been shown to provide excellent approximations in many cases. 
Higher-order approximations for marginal posterior probabilities based on signed roots of 
log-likelihood ratios are discussed in DiCiccio et al (1990), DiCiccio and Martin (1991), 
DiCiccio and Field (1991) and also in Sweeting (1992a, b, 1994, 1995a, b). One appealing 
feature of these formulae is that they require little more than standard likelihood or pos­
terior maximization computer output for their implementation and hence are available 
at little additional computational cost over simple first-order approximations, as poin­
ted out in Sweeting (1996). The distributional formulae are of a similar form, but not 
quite equivalent to, approximate formulae used in conditional inference; see, for example, 
Barndorfi^Nielsen (1988) and DiCiccio and Martin (1993).
The use of the signed root log-likelihood ratio goes back to Lawley (1956) and most of 
the related work has been done for the frequentist inference. Since then, they have been 
pursued by many authors, in both frequentist and Bayesian inference. Efron (1985) was 
among the first authors to investigate Bayesian computation based on the signed root 
log-likelihood ratio. He proved the asymptotic normality of the posterior distribution 
of the signed root log-likelihood ratio. DiCiccio and Stern (1993) derive approximate 
Bayesian Bartlett corrections. Sweeting (1996) provides third- and fourth-order correct 
formulae for univariate posterior distribution functions, Bayesian Bartlett corrections 
and highest likelihood/posterior density regions, posterior expectations and predictive 
densities. Although his expectation formulae are correct to the same asymptotic order 
as the Tierney and Kadane (1986) expression, they possess the significant advantage that 
the major computational effort only needs to be carried out once when many expectations
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are required, such as in the computation of a predictive density, or of posterior expected 
losses in a decision problem. Experience with applying these expectation formulae has 
indicated that they provide excellent approximations in practice.
After reviewing some of the methods and results in Sweeting (1995a, 1996) in Chapter 
2, Chapter 3 follows on from the work of Sweeting (1996) to develop some new ap­
proximations for posterior expectations and Bartlett corrections: see also Sweeting and 
Kharroubi (2001a). These approximations address two practical problems that arise in 
applying the formulae in Sweeting (1996) in multiparameter situations. These formulae 
are based on signed root log-likelihood ratios and the first problem is the computational 
difficulty associated with inversion of the signed root log-likelihood ratios. The second 
concerns the form of the posterior expectation formula. While the summation formulae 
given in Sweeting (1996) are accurate. Chapter 3 derives an alternative form of equi­
valent asymptotic accuracy that is particularly useful for the computation of predictive 
densities. Moreover, it is in a suitable form from which to sample, making it an attract­
ive alternative to the Tierney and Kadane (1986) approximation for use in approximate 
data augmentation schemes of the type described in Tanner (1996) and Wei and Tanner 
(1990a), and presented here in Chapter 4.
Analytic approximations such as these will eventually break down when the dimensional­
ity of the parameter space becomes large, or when the data are insufficiently informative. 
In such cases, the most widely used computational methods are based on simulation. A 
number of researchers have investigated the use of hybrid methods that combine the 
best features of simulation, or numerical integration, and asymptotics. See, for example. 
Sweeting (1996) and the ensuing discussion. Evans and Swartz (1995a, b, 2000) use 
an asymptotic approximation as a control variate in an importance sampling scheme. 
DiCiccio et al. (1997) develop methods for computing asymptotic approximations to 
Bayes factors via posterior simulation. Recently, Sweeting and Kharroubi (2001b) have 
explored some improved data augmentation algorithms for the computation of Bayesian 
posterior distribution. Possible roles for asymptotics within simulation include the con­
struction of importance distributions for importance sampling and proposal distributions 
for Metropolis-Hastings schemes. Alternatively, post-simulation applications of asymp­
totic methods can be investigated, such as large-scale sensitivity analysis; see, for ex­
ample, Kass et al. (1989).
Chapters 4-6 explore some specific hybrid Bayesian computational strategies. In Chapter 
4 we consider exact and approximate importance sampling implementations of the data
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augmentation algorithm described in Tanner and Wong (1987) for the computation of 
posterior distributions, as discussed in Sweeting and Kharroubi (2001b). We show that 
the new approximate formula for a posterior expectation derived in Chapter 3 provides 
a stable importance function for use within poor man’s data augmentation schemes. 
Chapter 5 discusses importance sampling based on signed root log-likelihood ratios for 
the computation of various posterior quantities of interest, including posterior density 
functions, posterior moments and marginal posterior densities, while Chapter 6 discusses 
control variâtes based on signed root loglikelihood ratios in conjunction with importance 
sampling. One attraction of control variâtes is that they produce a substantial reduction 
in sampling variability when compared to straight importance sampling. The thesis 
concludes with a general discussion in Chapter 7, including a few more directions for 
future research. Finally, we provide some technical results for Chapter 3 in Appendices 
A and B and some technical details on asymptotic error rates for Chapter 4 in Appendix 
C.
The main aim of the thesis is the development of new approximate methods for Bayesian 
computation that may provide reasonable approximations either in their own right or 
within hybrid computational schemes. Although the real value of these methods is in 
multiparameter problems, the single parameter case is considered first for each method 
and then the method extended to the multiparameter case. This is for ease of exposition, 
and it also allows the formulae to be tested where exact solutions can be found. A key 
feature of this work is that the approximation formulae do not require the calculation of 
log-likelihood derivatives beyond the second order for their implementation. The poten­
tial of the approximation formulae in Chapters 3-6 is mostly illustrated with reference to 
the genetic linkage and censored regression models discussed by Wei and Tanner (1990a, 
b, c) and Tanner (1996), although a number of illustrative examples are used throughout 
the thesis.
Throughout we shall use O to denote order in probability Op, =  to denote equality to 
0 (n “ ^/^), ~  to denote the stochastic distribution of a random variable to 0 (n ” ^/^) and 
(X to denote proportionality to 0 (n “ ^/^), where n is the number of observations in a 
data set Y  = (Yî,. . . ,  Yn). The symbols = , ~  and oc will also be used to denote equality, 
distribution and proportionality to fourth-order (that is, to 0{n~^)) respectively, while 
~  and 6c will be used to denote, respectively, approximate equality, distribution and 
proportionality of a non-asymptotic nature. We shall not emphasize regularity condi­
tions; for example, when we write down asymptotic form for a posterior expectation it 
is to be understood that this form is subject to suitable conditions. Precise regularity
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conditions for the validity of the approximations are given in Kass ct al. (1990). Of 
course, if these conditions are close to breaking down, then one cannot expect to obtain 
accurate approximations.
Some asym ptotic  methods in B ayesian  inference
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we review some existing asymptotic methods for Bayesian inference which 
will be useful for the development of specific methods in the subsequent chapters. We 
begin in Section 2.2 by reviewing some elementary concepts from mathematical statistics. 
In Section 2.3 we introduce the first-order normal approximation to the posterior dis­
tribution. Higher-order approximations for various posterior quantities based on signed 
root log-likelihood ratios are then reviewed in Section 2.4 in the case of a scalar para­
meter. In Section 2.5 these ideas are extended to the multiparameter case. In addition 
to calculating marginal posterior densities in Section 2.6 some concluding remarks are 
given in Section 2.7. The theory is illustrated by some simple examples.
2.2 Preliminaries
Let Y  = {Yi, . . . ,Yn)  denote a set of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
observations with probability density function p('\6) depending on the single unknown 
real parameter 0 G 0 , where 0  C 77 is the parameter space.
D efinition 1 L(6) = is called the likelihood function  of 6.
It is more convenient to work with the log-likelihood function  l{6) = logL(^) =  
Z)?=i logp(Ti|0). This additive property makes the log-likelihood useful to work with.
D efinition 2 The standard ized  likelihood is equal to
m
f ^ m c w
when Jq L{0)d6 is finite.
2.3 First-order normal approximation 6
D efinition 3 Given a likelihood function L{6) and a prior probability density X{0), the 
posterior density is given as
p(e\Y) = c-^\(0)L(e), (2.1)
where
c f  \ {e)L{e)de.
Je
Expression (2.1) is known as B ayes’ theorem . In this expression \{0), which repres­
ents our belief about 6 before observing the data, is called the p rio r density  of 6. 
Correspondingly, p{9\Y), which represents our belief about 9 after observing the data, is 
called the p o sterio r density  of 9. The quantity c~^ is merely a “normalizing” constant 
necessary to ensure that p{9\Y) integrates to one.
D efinition 4 Given the data Y,  the p red ictive density  of a future observation Z  is 
given by
p (z |y )=  /  p(z|^,y)p(^|y)d^. (2.2)
Je
Expression (2.2) displays p(z |y) as just p{z\9,Y) averaged over the posterior distribution 
of 9.
There are several good introductory books on Bayesian statistics; see, for example, Bind­
ley (1965), Box and Tiao (1973), Lee (1989), Press (1989) and Gelman et al. (1995).
2.3 First-order normal approximation
Assume that 0  C 77 and that d^logp{Y\9)/d9‘^ exists and is continuous. Write
^logp(17|0) _  d2Z(e) _  ^  logp(yi^)
aa 2 ^  æ  ' æ z  2 ^1—1 i—l
D efinition 5 The m axim um  likelihood estim ato r of 9, which we will denote by 9, is 
the value of 9 that maximises the likelihood function, or equivalently the log-likelihood 
function.
If I (9) is differentiable with respect to 9, then 0 is a solution of l'{9)= 0 satisfying 
l" {9) < 0. A Taylor series expansion of I{9) centered at the fixed value 9 gives
m  = m  + + . . . .  (2.3)
By definition, the linear term in (2.3) is zero, and the first term is a constant. Since 
Y i,. . .  ,y„ are i.i.d., l{9) = X)”=i logp(Y^j^) is asymptotically 0 (n), and similarly all the
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derivatives of l{0) are 0(n). Further, from the frequentist point of view, 9 is fixed (though 
unknown), while 9 is random. It turns out that, under certain regularity conditions, the 
large sample distribution of {I{9)y^^{§ — 9) ~  iV(0,1) under 9, where I {9) =  —E{l” (9)} 
is F ish e r’s inform ation  for 9. It follows that the quantity {9 — 9) is asymptotically 
0 (n “ ^/^).
Hence, for an 0 (n “ ^/^) approximation, terms in (2.3) beyond the quadratic term can be 
ignored, so that
L(9) = exp{/(6>)} (X exp | - i  J(6> -  ^ ) ^ | ,
where J  = —l" (9). The quantity J  is called the observed inform ation. If we expand 
log A(^) in a Taylor series about 9, then, to 0 (n “ ^/^), \{9) is a constant. It therefore 
follows that p{9\Y) (x L{9). Thus the posterior density of 9 is approximately the normal 
density with mean 9 and variance J “ .^ That is,
e \ Y ^ N ( 0 ,  j - i ) .
With regard to the asymptotic behaviour of posterior distributions see, for example, 
Lindley (1965) and Walker (1969).
This result generalizes easily to the multiparameter case, where 9 G 77 .^ Let j{9) =  
—dH{9)Id9“^, the matrix of second-order partial derivatives of —1(9), and J  = j(9). 
Then, by using the large sample distribution of 9 and performing a Taylor expansion of 
1(9) about 9, we obtain
e\Y ^ N { ê , j - ^ ) .
Finally we remark that the first-order normal approximation is not invariant under re- 
parameterisation, so some care may need to be exercised in the choice of parameterisation. 
Hills and Smith (1992) discuss the point of selecting appropriate parametrizations for 
normal approximation.
2.4 Higher-order approximations based on signed roots
In this section we review some of the methods and results in Sweeting (1995a, 1996) 
associated with signed root log-likelihood ratios in the case of a scalar parameter 9. This 
study will form the basis for the new results in later chapters. In Section 2.5 the results 
are extended to the multiparameter case.
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Suppose L{6) to be continuous and unimodal and let w{6) = 2{l{6) — 1(0)} be the log- 
likelihood ratio. The transformation
r{6) = sgn{6 -  §){w(9)Ÿ^^
is then an increasing function of 9 and is referred to as the signed ro o t log-likelihood 
ra tio  (SRLLR), or directed likelihood ratio. Since
L{9) DC
where r  =  t{9), the likelihood function L{9) is of standard normal form when expressed 
in terms of r. It is shown in Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox (1993) that, in the case of i.i.d. 
observations, the sampling distribution of r(9) is asymptotically standard normal.
Consider now the posterior density oi R  = r{9) when 9 is regarded as a random variable 
with prior density A(^). Since the posterior density of 9 is proportional to \(9)L(9), the 
posterior density f{r)  of R  satisfies
/ ( r )  (X (^(r)A (^)^
where 9 = 9{r) is the inverse of r{9). Alternatively, the quantity R  may be defined to be 
the signed ro o t log-density ra tio  (SRLDR) by replacing L{9) by X(9)L{9) and A(^) 
by 1.
Suppose now that (/„) is any sequence of densities on the real line 77 satisfying
f n { r )  oc 0 (r )ç n (r ) ( l  +  e^r) (2.4)
where 4» is the standard normal density, e„ denotes any 0 (n “ ^/^) sequence independent 
of r  and Qn  is a sequence of real-valued functions on 77 satisfying
qn{r) =  1 -f flnT +  bnr"^  +  CnV^  +  dn(r)r^ , (2.5)
with ün = 0 (n “ ^/^),6„ =  0(n~^),Cn = 0(n~^/^) and d„(r) =  0 (n “ ^), uniformly in
some suitable region. Again the symbol =  will mean equality up to 0 (n “ ^). It is shown
in Sweeting (1995a) that
fn[r) =  s~^(j){r)qn{r){l +  e„r) (2.6)
where Sn — 1 + bn, that the distribution function Fn satisfies
f . ( r )  =  $ (r) -  ÿ(r) ( ( 2 . 7 )
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and that the transformed variable
Rn = R n - R n ^  logqn(Rn) (2.8)
has the standard normal distribution to Formulae of the form (2.7), without
the additional e„ term, were obtained by DiCiccio and Martin (1991) in the context of 
Bayesian and conditional inference. Tranformations of the form (2.8) were derived by 
Barndorff-Nielsen (1986) in the context of higher-order approximations to conditional 
sampling distributions. Finally s~‘^ Wn'^xï to 0 (n “ ^), where Wn =  R^ is the log- 
likelihood ratio; that is, is a Bayesian Bartlett correction to Wn- Bayesian Bartlett 
corrections have been discussed by Bickel and Ghosh (1990), Ghosh and Mukerjee (1992a, 
b), DiGiccio and Stern (1993, 1994) and Sweeting (1995a, 1996).
Suppose now that Pn{0) is any sequence of posterior densities of the form
Pn(0) OC Ln{0)Xn{0){l -f %(^ — ^n)} (2.9)
where (A„) is a suitable sequence of carrier densities, r]n = 0{n~^)  independent of 6,
and dn = argmax{L„(0)}. When Pn{0) is the posterior density of a scalar parameter 
=  0 and Ln could be taken to be the likelihood and the prior. Alternative 
choices of Ln and A„ are discussed in Sweeting (1995a). We include the sequence {r]n) in 
(2.9) since it turns out that, under suitable regularity conditions, the marginal posterior 
density of a single parameter in the multiparameter case is of the form (2.9).
Write ln{6) = log Ln{0), Wn(0) = 2{ln{0n) -  InW}  and rn(0) — sgn{9 -  0n){Wn(0)y^^.
Further define jn{0) = -Z%(^), =  jn0n)  and Zn{0) = J n ‘^(6 — On)- As already noted,
Ln(0) DC 0(fn). Further, since Zn = Jn'^iO — 0„), then dzn oc dO and so the posterior 
density fn{r) of Rn = rn(0) is given by
dz
fn{r) oc (f>{r)-^Xn{0){l +  r]n(0 -  On)} -
If we now expand ln{0) in a Taylor series about On up to the second order, we see that 
rniP) ~  J n ‘^{0 -  On)] that is, the ratio rn{0)I{Jn"^(0 -  On)} — )• 1 as n — oo. This 
implies that Vn = Zn + 0(n~^/^) and so r]n{0 -  On) = — Cn^ n- The posterior
density of Rn is now in the form
/] 2j
fn{r) (X(j){r)-^XniO){l-\-€nr).
Now write gn{r) = dznldr, hn{r) = Xn{0)/XniÔ) and qn{r) = gnir)hn{r). Then
fn{r) oc (f){r)qn{r){l +  e^r).
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It is shown in Sweeting (1995a) that, under suitable assumptions on the likelihood func­
tion (for example, i.i.d. observations from a sufficiently regular parametric family), both 
gn and hn, and hence Qn, are of the form (2.5) and hence fni'f') is of the form (2.4).
We can now apply equation (2.7), giving rise to a third-order correct formula for the 
distribution function of Rn- Since gn{r) =  r/un(0), where Un{0) = we
obtain the approximation
+  +  p , o ,
Similarly, application of equation (2.8) leads to the formula
R n = R n  + Rn^ log{Un{0)/ Rn} -  R~^ log{An(6>)/A„(0„)} , (2.11)
which we refer to as the standard ized  (SRLDR). Formulae of the type (2.10), without 
the additional term, are given by DiCiccio et al (1990). The posterior distribution of 
Rn is standard normal to 0 (n “ ^/^). Note that both equations (2.10) and (2.11) require 
only èn-, Jn and the computation of 4(0) for their implementation, all of which would 
often be available for the routine maximization of ln{6)-
We continue our review by discussing some fourth-order correct formulae in Sweeting 
(1996). Equation (2.6) is equivalent to
/■ ^ q n ( r ) { l  +  € n r ) ( j ) { r ) d r  =  s ,
which, in terms of 0, becomes
/ An(0)An(0){l +  r]n{0 -  9n)}d6 =  A/^S„Ln(0n)An(0n) • (2.12)V 'J'n
It is noted in Sweeting (1996) that may be computed without expansion, since
Sn =  1 +  =  2  +  Çn(l)} • (2.13)
Suppressing n from now on, define 0“ by r{6~) = —1 and 0+ by r(0+) =  1. Then 
substituting for q in (2.13) we obtain
« =  (2.14)
where r  =  {A(0“ )// (0“ )} 4- {A(0‘^ )// (0’^ )}. Notice that s requires no derivatives of I 
beyond the second order.
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Approximation (2.12) can also now be used to obtain a formula for the posterior expect­
ation of a general function v{6) by applying it to both the numerator and denominator 
of
E f v i e w }  = l L { & H m m  + v i o - m d e  
f L {e ) \ { e ) { i  +  v { o - 0 ) }d e
Noting that q*{r) = {v{6)/v(6)}q{r) is of the form (2.5), we see that
E{v{9)\Y} = v (ê )Ç  (2.15)
where s* = 1 -\-b* and b* is the coefficient of in the expansion q*{r).
We now express formula (2.15) as a weighted average of the function v{6) evaluated at 
6~ and 0"^ . Note that, in a similar way to (2.13) and (2.14), we can write
s* =  1 +  6* =  i  { g '( - l)  +  g‘ (l)} =  i jV 2{A (ê)t,(ê)}-V  (2.16)
where r* = {\{0~)v{6~)/l'{6~)} -f {A(0+)u(0+)/Z'(0+)}. Substituting (2.14) and (2.16) 
in (2.15) we obtain
E{w(6l)|y} =  y  =  a-v{6-)  +  a+t)(e+) (2.17)
where a~ =  r “ ^{A(0~)//^(0“ )} and = r “ ^{—A(0+)//^(0+)} =  1 — a~. Note that 
0^ =  0 ±  4- 0{n~^) and =  |  4- 0(n~^/^).
An alternative widely used formula due to Tierney and Kadane (1986), and which also 
follows from (2.12), is
E{v(6)\Y} = { J/J*} i/2exp[-n{ft*(r) -  A(ê)}], (2.18)
where -nh{6) = log{L(0)A(0)}, —nh*{6) = log{L(0)A(0)u(0)} , 0* =  argmax{—h*(0)}, 
J* = j*{6*) and j*{0) is the second derivative of —h*{0). Although (2.17) and (2.18) 
are equivalent to the fourth order, formula (2.17) has the significant advantage that the 
values 0",0+ and the corresponding weights are independent of v{6) and hence
need only be computed once when many expectations are required. Furthermore, when 
assessing the sensitivity of a posterior expectation to a change of prior, the weights a~, 
o:+ are all one needs to recompute. For further details, see Sweeting (1996) and the 
discussion.
Formula (2.18) can be used to compute a Bayesian predictive density and gives the 
formula
p{z\Y) = {j / rŸf^{L{ê)\ {ê)}- '^L{e-)x{e-)p{z\e\  y ), (2.19)
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Table 2.1: Exact and approximate posterior probabilities for type I censored exponential 
lifetime data.
Based on f  (^ < i |y )
jV 2 (0 -0 ) 0.9291
R 0.8983
R 0.8546
Exact 0.8549
where 9* = axgmBx{L{6)p{z\9,Y)}, J* = j*{6*) and j*(9) is the second derivative of 
— \og{L{6)p{z\6,Y)}. Alternatively, application of formula (2.17) gives
p(z|y) =  a -p(z|0- ,  y )  +  o!+p(%|0+, y )  (2.20)
from (2.2) and (2.17). Notice that, since it is a non-negatively weighted average of the two 
predictive densities p{z\6~,Y) and p(z|0+, y), formula (2.20) is a valid density function. 
It also has the advantage that no recomputation of the weights a ~ , 0 ;+ or the arguments 
0 -, 0"^  is required as z is varied. This compares favourably with formula (2.19) in which 
0* must be recomputed for each value of %.
EXAM PLE 2.1. Exponential lifetime data
We check the accuracy of the approximations described in this section in the case of Type 
I censored exponential lifetime data. Suppose that T i ,. . .  ,T„ are i.i.d. with exponential 
density f{t) = 0e“ *^ and survivor function S{t) = {t > 0). Let n„ denote the
number of uncensored observations in the sample. The log-likelihood function is
1{0\Y) = log 0 -  0s,
where s = Vit .^nd yi is the observed event time (lifetime or censoring value).
To provide a numerical illustration, a sample
y  =  (1.300*, 0.4445,0.0919,0.1427,1.300*, 1.2538,0.6073,1.0074,0.9437,0.3548)
of n =  10 observations was drawn from the above distribution with single Type I cen­
soring at c =  1.3. This yielded 8 uncensored observations. For this sample we find that 
0 =  0.6582 and =  0.2327. With a uniform prior for 0, the exact and approximate 
posterior probabilities of interest are listed in Table 2.1. From this we observe that the 
approximate probability P(0 < l |y )  based on R  agrees to three decimal places with 
the exact. For comparison, the resulting posterior distribution estimates are plotted in 
Figure 2.1. There is a slight discrepancy between the normal approximation (dotted line)
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Figure 2.1: Exponential lifetime data. Posterior distribution estimates based on: 9 
(dotted line), R  (short dash line) and R  (long dash line); exact (solid line).
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Figure 2.2: Exponential lifetime data. Predictive density of Z. Approximation (2.20) 
(dashed line); Tierney and Kadane (dotted line); exact (solid line).
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and the other approximations. The approximation works appreciably better when R  is 
used as parameter (short dash line) and the improvement is more relevant in the tails. 
The exact (solid line) and the correpending approximation based on R  (long dash line) 
are almost identical. In fact, the result here suggests an importance sampling scheme 
based on a normal distribution for R. For further details, see Chapter 5.
We now examine the accuracy of formula (2.17) for the posterior expectation when 
v{$) = 0. As already mentioned, 9^ are defined by the relations r{9^) = ±1. The 
equation r{9) = r may readily be solved by Newton’s method so we find that 9~ = 0.4520 
and 9^ = 0.9191. Again, with X{9) oc 1, the Bayesian Bartlett correction obtained from 
formula (2.14) is found to be 1.0104 and the values of a~ and CK+ are 0.3837 and 0.6163 
respectively. The exact posterior expectation of v{9) is (n„ +  l ) / s  =  0.7404. The first- 
order normal approximation is 0.6582 and the Tierney-Kadane approximation obtained 
from (2.18) is 0.7413. Formula (2.17) gives 0.7399, which is not quite so accurate as 
approximation (2.18) here. Similarly, the approximate predictive density obtained from 
(2.20), represented by the dashed line in Figure 2.2, is hardly distinguishable from the 
exact density (solid line). Approximation (2.19) is given by the dotted line.
2.5 The multiparameter case
In this section we indicate how the theory in Section 2.4 generalizes to the multiparameter 
case, giving rise to multiparameter formulae for Bayesian Bartlett corrections, posterior 
expectations and predictive densities.
As in Section 2.4, we study the behaviour of densities of the form
P n { 9 )  oc Ln{9)\n{9){l + '9ni^ ~ ^n)} , (2.21)
where now 9 e 71  ^ and r]n = 0(n~^)  . Let ln{9) — logL„(0), jn(9) = -d?ln/d9‘^, the 
matrix of second-order partial derivatives of —In, and =  jn{9n)- Let 9^, . . .  ,9^ denote 
the components of 9 and write 9i = (0^,... ,0*), the vector of the first i components, 
and =  (^ \ . . . ,  0^), the vector of the last d — i - \ - l  components. In addition to 9n — 
(% ,. . . ,  9f )^ = argmax{L„(0)}, define 9n^^\9i)  to be the maximizer of Ln conditional on 
9{. For j  > i, §i{9i) denotes the j th  component of {9i,9n^^\9i)). For a function g{9), 
when i < d we use g{9i) to denote g{9i,9n'^^\9i)).
Now define, for i =  1 , . . . ,  d, the log-likelihood ratios
'^n ~  ~  2{^n(^i-l) ~ ^n{9i)}
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and the signed-root transformation
4  = 4(% ) =  sgn{r -  (2.22)
Note that Wn = -  ln{9)}. Write Wn = Wn{0) and Rn =
(r j(d i) ,. . .  ,r^{6d)). Suppressing n from now on, as in Sweeting (1996) the density /( r )
of R  satisfies
/( r )  oc <^ (r) J J ç * ( n ) ( l -he^r), (2.23)
i=l
where e =  0 (n “ ^/^) and
9%n) =  {-ryii{Oi)}{iyi(0i)/iyi-i{ei-i)} , (2.24)
where li{6) = dl{6)/d6'^, ^i{9) = A(d)|j(*'*'^^(d)|~^/^ and is the submatrix of j  corres­
ponding to (setting |j(^+^)(d)| =  1). We assume that considered as a function of 
r* for fixed n _ i, is of the form (2.5), so that
g'(n) =  1 +  n*(n_i)r* -h 6X n_i)(/)^ -f c*(n_i)(r*)^ ,
where n ^ n - i)  =  0 (n “ ^/^), 6*(rj_i) =  0(n~^) and c^H -i) =  0 (n “ ^/^). To 0{n~^),  the 
constant of proportionality in (2.23) is Hi where s* =  1 -}- 6*(0). To the same order of 
approximation, this constant is also 1 +  6 where b =  J2 i 6*(0). As in the single parameter 
case, may be calculated without expansion by noting that
s* =  1 +  6*(0) =  e%) +  q^{ei)} (2.25)
where is the (-dimensional vector (0, • • •, 0,1). Let 9^^ be the solutions to the equations 
r^{9i-i,9^) = ±1, and write 9 f  = (§i-i,9^^). Then, from (2.24) and (2.25), we have
si =  l|J» |V 2{A (ê)} -V S  (2.26)
where +  =  {i^i{9^)/li{9^)} +  These formulae lead to simple compu­
tation of Bayesian Bartlett corrections.
From equation (2.23) we obtain the approximation
r  ^
/  L(e)\{e){ i  + r f ( e - è ) } M  = (2-KYi^\j\-'^i^L(è)\(9)]\s' (2.27)
 ^ i=l
to the normalizing constant in (2.21). Let s = Y^iS^/d. It is shown in Sweeting (1996) 
that is a multiparameter Bayesian Bartlett correction: that is,
« - V  ~  x l  (2.28)
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to 0 (n “^).
As in Section 2.4, formula (2.27) can be used to compute an approximation to the 
posterior expectation of a general function v{6). This leads to the formula
= (2.29)
i—1
where s" = 5 I JW|^ /^ {A(0)u(0)}“^ t” and t *’ = {r't(^ i~)w(d,“)/ii(d,“)} +
{ - i 'M ) v { e t ) / i i { e f ) } .  Let « 7  = {T’)-^u i{er ) /k{er )} ,  «+ =
Then, from (2.29), we see that
E{v{e)\Y}  =  « n  {  —  ' e I , (2.30)
i=l
where = v{6^) ,v f  = v{6f) ,v = v(6). Since =  1 +  0 (n “ ^), we can deduce the 
alternative summation form
d
E{v(e)\Y} = v + ^ ( o :7 n -  +  a f v f  -  n) . (2.31)
i=l
Formula (2.31) exhibits the posterior expectation of v{0) as v plus a correction term. As 
in Section 2.4, (2.31) can be used to compute predictive densities, leading to the formula
d
p ( z in  +p( z | ^ , y) + - p ( z | ( 9 , n } . (2 .3 2 )
i= l
The alternative Tierney and Kadane (1986) formula to (2.31) is
£ { n ( e ) |y }  =  { |J |/ |J * |} V 2 e x p [ - n { / i* ( 0 * )  -  h { § ) } ] ,  (2.33)
where -nh{6)  =  \og{L{6)\{6)}, -nh*{6) = \og{L(6)X{6)v{9)} , 9* = argmax{-/i*(0)}, 
J* _  j*(0*) and j*{9) is the matrix of second-order partial derivatives of —h*{9). In the 
case of a predictive density, 9* needs to be recomputed for each value of z. As pointed 
out by Tierney and Kadane (1986), a single Newton step from the previous 9* may be 
made at each stage, but it may still be necessary to carry out a large number of function 
maximizations using formula (2.33).
Finally, formula (2.31) provides if, v is a, function of 9{,
i
E{v(ei)\Y)} =  « +  ^ (« 7 t> 7  +  a j v f  -  v) 
j=i
an approximation for marginal moments.
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EXAM PLE 2.2. Linear regression model
As an illustration of the approximation formulae described in this section we consider 
the normal homoscedastic linear regression model. Suppose that, conditional on x, we 
have
Vi -  N{^o-\- I3ixi,a^).
The xs are the explanatory variables and y is the dependent variable. In this case, the 
log-likelihood function oî 6 — (^o, has the form
2 2^2 
from which 6 and J  can be easily obtained.
As a numerical illustration we consider a simulated sample of
100 observations from AT(3 +  Xi,4), where X  . was taken to be
(1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,.......... , 20,20,20,20,20). With these data, it turns out
that ê = (3.1626,0.9611,4.1629) and
/  24.0218 252.2292
J =  252.2292 3447.132
V 0 0
It then follows that the values of 9~ and (9+ are
2.8852
/  2.7376 0.9922 4.2048
d - -  1 3.1625 0.9440 4.2048
V 3.1625 0.9611 3.6257
/ 3.5874 0.9300 4.2048
9+ = 3.1625 0.9781 4.2048
\1 3.1625 0.9611 4.8117
and
In the case of the non-informative prior X{9) oc 1/cr^, the values of a "  and o;+ are found to 
be (0.5,0.5,0.4764) and (0.5,0.5,0.5236) respectively. The Bayesian Bartlett correction 
associated with 9 = (^ do? /di, o"^ ) is found to be (1.0126,1.0076,1.Ô017). As an illustration, 
the approximate posterior expectation of v{9) = /?o +  /?i +  1/cr^ obtained from formula 
(2.31) is 4.35900, the exact value being 4.35898. Formula (2.33) of Tierney and Kadane 
gives 4.35996 while the first-order normal approximation based on maximum likelihood 
estimation is 4.36379. Finally, the approximate predictive density obtained from (2.32) 
(dashed line) is plotted along with the exact density (solid line) and the Tierney-Kadane 
approximation (dotted line). Clearly, all three estimates are extremely close.
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Figure 2.3: Linear regression data. Predictive density of Z. Approximation (2.32) 
(dashed line); Tierney and Kadane (dotted line); exact (solid line).
2.6 Marginal densities
Consider now the marginal density p{6i\Y) corresponding to the first i components. 
Fixing 6i, it follows immediately from (2.27) that
p{0i \Y)  oc I  L {e )X {0 ){ l  +  r i l { e - ê n ) } M ( ' + ^ )
d
oc L{0i)ui{0i ){ l  +  Y ,  V { n ) }  .
j=i+l
It is shown in Sweeting (1996) that, under suitable regularity conditions,
p{0i \Y)  oc L { 0 i M 0 i ) { l  +  r f i S i  -  % )} ,
(2.34)
(2.35)
which is the Laplace approximation for the marginal density of 6i given by Tierney and 
Kadane (1986). In the case i =  1, formula (2.35) is in the single parameter density form
(2.9), and so the distributional approximations of Section 2.4 are available. For further 
details, see Sweeting (1996).
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2.7 Concluding remarks
In this chapter we have reviewed some existing asymptotic methods for Bayesian infer­
ence. The emphasis has been on methods and results in Sweeting (1995a, 1996) associated 
with signed root log-likelihood ratios. This is necessary in order to ease the development 
and to facilitate comparison with the new results in the subsequent chapters.
Two main difficulties arise when applying the formulae for Bartlett corrections, posterior 
expectations and predictive densities in multiparameter situations. The first problem 
is a computational one, associated with inversion of signed root log-likelihood ratios. 
The second concerns the form of the posterior expectation formula, which is not in a 
particularly convenient form for the computation of predictive densities. In Chapter 3 
some new accurate approximations for posterior expectations and Bartlett corrections 
are derived. These approximations are designed to address the two practical problems 
mentioned above.
Alternative approximations fo r  B artle tt  
corrections and posterior expectations
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we develop some new accurate approximations for posterior expectations 
and Bartlett corrections. These approximations are modifications of the formulae in 
Chapter 2 (Sweeting, 1996) and are designed to address two practical problems that 
arise in applying these formulae in multiparameter cases.
The first problem concerns the inversion of the SRLLR. Although this is not a major 
problem in low dimensions, it can cause computational difficulties in higher dimensions, 
since a maximisation procedure has to be included within a non-linear inversion routine, 
as pointed out in Sweeting (1996) and in the discussion. Although this computation can 
be carried out in an efficient manner, we show in the present chapter that non-linear 
inversions can be avoided altogether by using alternative formulae which are expressed 
in terms of standardised parameters rather than SRLLRs. The slight drawback to this 
approach is that the formulae are no longer invariant under reparameterisation, so some 
care may need to be exercised in the choice of parameterisation.
The second issue concerns the form of the approximate posterior expectation in the mul­
tiparameter case. Two alternative formulae are given in Sweeting (1996): a product 
form and a summation form. As noted in Chapter 2, the summation form is particularly 
suitable for the computation of a Bayesian predictive density since it is expressed as 
a weighted average of the predictive density at particular parameter values. However, 
except in the case of a scalar parameter, this is not actually a proper density since, al­
though the weights sum to unity, one of the significant weights is negative. It is therefore 
possible for the formula to produce negative densities at some values. In addition, this 
form is not very convenient for sampling from. Efficient sampling from the approximate 
predictive distribution would be important if it were to be employed in a data augment­
ation scheme of the type described in Tanner (1996) and Wei and Tanner (1990a). We
20
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discuss this point further in Section 3.4 and also in Chapter 4. In the present chapter 
we obtain a modified formula, correct to the same asymptotic order, which expresses a 
posterior expectation of a function as a weighted average with nonnegative weights of its 
values at a finite number of parameter values.
In Section 3.2 we present alternative approximations to posterior Bartlett corrections and 
expectations that avoid inversion of the SRLLR in the case of a single real parameter. In 
Section 3.3 we indicate how these ideas generalize to the multiparameter case. Section 
3.4 explores alternative summation formulae for posterior expectations, which may be 
based on either the SRLLR or the standardised parameter. The theory is illustrated by 
some examples and some concluding remarks are given in Section 3.5. Technical results 
for Section 3.2 are derived in Appendices A and B.
3.2 B artlett corrections and posterior expectations for a 
scalar parameter
In this section we obtain variants of formulae (2.14) and (2.17) for Bartlett corrections 
and posterior expectations which are based on the standardised parameter Zn = —
On) as opposed to the SRLLR. We begin by studying the behaviour of the function
Qn{z) = ^ qn{r) (3.1)
where qn{r) = gn{r)hn{r), as in Section 2.4, r = r„(0), and 0 = §n-\-
Suppressing n from now on, it is shown in Appendix A that Q{z) is of the form
Q{z) =  1 + A.Z +  Bz^ 4" Cz^ (3.2)
where A = 0 (n “ ^/^), B = 0(n~^), (7 =  and the coefficient of is
B = d2 Y  b, (3.3)
where d2 is the coefficient of z^ in the expansion of z / r  and b is the coefficient of in 
the expansion of q{r). It follows that
(S’ =  1 +  =  (1 +  5) (1 +  c?2)
and so an alternative formula for the Bayesian Bartlett correction is s^, where
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We now show that s may be obtained without expansion of l{0). Note that
Q(z) =  G(z)^(%)
where G{z) = —zJ^^‘^ /l'{6) and H{z) = X{6)/\{6). Define 6~ by z(6~) = —1 and by
z{6^) = 1; that is, 6^ = 6 ±  Since B  is the coefficient of in the expansion of
Q{z), the numerator in (3.4) is
S = l  + B  =  -  { Q (-l)  +  Q(l)}
= i{G{-l)iî(-l)+G(l)H(l)}
=  (3.5)
w h ere  r  =  {A (6/")//'(6> -)}  +  {-A (6>+)//'(6>+)}.
Similarly, since d2 is the coefficient of z^ in the expansion of z /r , the denominator in 
(3.4) takes the form
1 +  C?2 =  —CÜ
where u = {—r(^")}"^ +  {r(^'^)}“ .^ It follows that the expression
s =  j 1/2{^A(0)}~V (3.6)
provides an alternative Bayesian Bartlett correction to (2.14).
Next we deduce an alternative formula to (2.17) based on z for the posterior expecta­
tion of a general real-valued function v{9). Consider formula (2.15). The fourth-order 
approximation (3.4) is already available for the denominator. A similar approximation
can be applied to the numerator as follows. By setting A(0) to be X{6)v{6) in H{z), it
follows from (3.2) and (3.3) that
Q’ {z) =  ^  Q(z) = 1 + A*z + +  C'z^
v{0)
where A* = 0 (n “ ^/^),B* =  0(n~^),(7* =  0(n~^/^) and the coefficient of z^ is
B* = d2 A h \
where 6* is the coefficient of in the expansion of q*{r). Therefore
5* =  l +  5* =  (l-F6*)(l +  d2) 
so that a fourth-order approximation to the numerator of (2.15) is
^' =  1 +  6 ' . ^ .  (3.7)
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Substituting (3.4) and (3.7) in (2.15) produces the approximation
E{v{e)\Y} =
=  (3-8)
Now note that
5* = 1 + B* = i{Q*(-l) + (3*(l)}
=  (3.9)
where r* = {\{0~)v{6~)/I'{9~)} +  {—\{9'^)v{9'^)/V{9^)}. Substituting for (3.5) and
(3.9) in (3.8) we finally obtain
E{v{e)\Y}  =  ^  =  a-v{e~) + a+v{6+) (3.10)
where a~ = t ~^{X{0~)/1'{0~)} and aA =  r~^{—X{0^)/l'{0'^)} =  1 — a~. Note that 
^ A  0 (n “ ^/^).
As is the case with formula (2.17), the weights a~ and in (3.10) are independent of 
the function v{0) and therefore need only be calculated once when many expectations are 
required. The additional advantage of (3.10) is that, since 0'  ^ = 0 A  these values
are easily computed, whereas it is usually necessary to use Newton’s method to obtain 
0~ and 0^  as defined in Section 2.4. On the other hand, unlike (2.17), formula (3.10) 
is not invariant under reparameterisation and so the problem arises of how to choose an 
appropriate parameterisation.
Formula (3.10) can be used to compute approximate predictive densities, leading to the 
formula
p{z\Y) = a -p{z \0- ,Y )  A  a+p(z|0+, Y ) . (3.11)
Formula (3.11) shares some advantages with formula (2.20). Firstly, it is valid for a 
general smooth function v{0). Secondly, there is no need to recompute either the weights 
or the arguments 0^ for different values of z.
EXAM PLE 2.1. Exponential lifetime data (continued)
Here we find that 0~ = 0.4255 and 0'  ^ =  0.8909. With a uniform prior for the Bayesian 
Bartlett correction obtained from formula (3.6) is found to be 1.0101 and the values of 
a~ and oA are 0.3232 and 0.6768 respectively. Despite the rather large deviation of the 
weights a~ and oA from 0.5, the approximate posterior expectation of v{0) = 0 obtained 
from formula (3.10) is 0.7404, which is in exact agreement with the corresponding exact
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one. Figure 3.1 presents the approximate predictive density (dotted line) obtained by 
applying (3.11), along with the exact density (solid line). As is evident, the exact and 
the approximate densities are almost identical.
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Figure 3.1: Exponential lifetime data. Predictive density of Z. Formula (3.11) (dotted 
line); exact (solid line).
Next consider the accuracy of (3.10) in the case when v{6) = 1/0, the mean of the lifetime 
distribution. As has been mentioned, there is no need to recompute either the weights 
or the arguments 0^. Setting A(0) oc 1, the exact posterior expectation of the mean 
v{p) is s/uu = 1.5194. In this case the maximum likelihood estimate, formula (2.17) and 
formula (3.10) all give the exact value. The Tierney-Kadane approximation (2.18) here 
is 1.5171. We show in Appendix B that formulae (2.17) and (3.10) always yield the exact 
posterior expectation for the expectation parameter in an exponential family under a 
uniform prior for the canonical parameter.
EX A M PL E  3.1. Genetic linkage model
We now consider the genetic linkage model that was presented in Rao (1973). The model 
represents data in which 197 animals are distributed multinomially into four categories 
as follows,
Y  — {yii y2i yzi y^) — (125,18,20,34)
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Table 3.1: Exact and approximate posterior expectations for the genetic linkage model 
with the large data set.
with the small data set.
Based on E{e\Y}
0 0.6268
(2.17) 0.6227
(2.18) 0.6227
(3.10) 0.6227
Exact 0.6228
mate posterior expectations
Based on E{e\Y}
0 0.9034
(2.17) 0.8247
(2.18) 0.8275
(3.10) 0.8139
Exact 0.8311
with cell probabilities
Thus the log-likelihood function is
l(0\Y) = yi log(2 +  0) -f {p2 +  yz) log(l -  0) -b ?/4 log 0
from which we can deduce that 0 =  0.6268 and J  =  377.5174. It then follows that the 
values of 0“ and 6^ are 0.5754 and 0.6783 respectively. With a uniform prior for 0, 
the Bayesian Bartlett correction obtained from formula (3.6) is found to be 0.9938 and 
the values of a~ and are 0.5402 and 0.4598 respectively. The approximate posterior 
expectation of v{6) = 6 obtained from formula (3.10) is 0.6227, as shown in Table 3.1. 
The exact value was calculated by numerical integration. Similarly, the approximation 
(3.11) to the predictive density is extremely accurate in this case.
Next consider the following small sample data set used by Tanner and Wong (1987) for 
the genetic linkage model: (14,0,1,5). Here we find that 0 =  0.9034 and J  = 115.0418, 
from which the values of 0“ and 0+ are readily obtained as 0.8102 and 0.9967 respectively. 
Setting A(0) oc 1, the Bayesian Bartlett correction (3.6) here is 1.0991 and the values 
of a~ and are 0.9802 and 0.01982 respectively. The resulting posterior expectation 
estimates of v(9) = 6 of interest are listed in Table 3.2, together with the exact value
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computed via numerical integration. We see that formula (3.10) is not quite so accurate 
as approximation (2.17) here. Finally, the approximate predictive density (3.11) is still 
very close to the exact.
3.3 The multiparameter case
In this section we consider the multivariate generalization of the results in Section 3.2. 
Suppressing the dependence on n for notational convenience, define
=  z\0 i)  =  {0' -  (3.12)
where k' (^6i) = —d‘^ l{6i)/{d0^)^. As in Appendix A, for î =  1 , . . . ,  d, r* =  r*(0j) defined 
in (2.22) has an expansion in ascending powers of of the form
4
r’ = J ^ 4 ( z ÿ
j= l
where c*- =
Now define, for z =  1, . . . ,  d,
where r* =  r^{9i) and, for z =  1, . . . ,  d, 0* is implicitly defined by the relation (3.12). As 
in the univariate case, regarded as a function of z* with Z{-i fixed, each Q* is of the form
QXz^) =  1 +  +  BXz^_i)(z:)" +  CX%^_i)(z')3 ,
where A^(zi-i) = 0 (n “ ^/^), B \ z i - i )  =  0(n~'^),C^{zi-i) = 0(n~^/^) and B^{zi-\) =  
d2 {zi-\) +  6*(rj_i) where d\{zi-i) is the coefficient of {z'^Ÿ the expansion of z^Jr'  ^ and 
b^{ri-i) is the coefficient of (r*)^ in the expansion of q^(ri).
Exactly as in the single parameter case, it follows that, for z =  1, . . . ,  d,
The quantity s^, where s = YliS^/d, is a multiparameter Bayesian Bartlett correction 
satisfying (2.28). As in Section 2.5, may be obtained without expansion as follows. 
The numerator of (3.13) can be written
= l-\- B \0 )  = -{Q ^(-ei) +  Q^Ci)} ,
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where e, is the z-dimensional vector (0, • • • ,0,1). Prom (2,24) we have
Q\^i)  = {-^yk{9i)}{i^i{0i)/iyi-i(9i-i)}.
Now let 0^ “ , 0*+ be the solutions to the equations z^(§i-i,9^) = —1, ^*(0j_i,0*) =  1 
respectively; that is 0*~ =  0*(0j_i) -  {/c*(0j_i)}~^^^ and 0*+ =  0*(0j_i) +  {k'^{9i-i)}~^^‘^ 
where fc*(0i) is the reciprocal of the first entry in (0i)}“ -^ Write 9 f  =  (0^-1,0*“ ) and 
9^ = (0^-1,0*+). The numerator of (3.13) is then
where r* =  {^i{^ïf)/h{9^)} + {—^ i(^t)/^ii^t)}-  Similarly, the denominator of (3.13) can 
be written as
1 +  d|(0) =  ,
where w* =  {—r%0r)}"^ +  {r*(0+)}~^. These results imply that, for z =  1 , . . . ,  d.
As is the case in Sweeting (1996), these formulae lead to simple computation of Bayesian 
Bartlett corrections. Note that the computational requirements of these formulae are 
rather minimal, as they avoid the need to solve the non-linear equations required for the 
formulae (2.26).
We turn now to posterior expectations. Exactly as in Section 3.2, we find that, for 
z — 1, . . . ,  d,
5*
where 5* =  1-f B^(0), 5** =  1-|-B**(0), and B^{zi-i) and B*‘^ {zi-i) are the coefficients of 
(z^)^ in the expansions of Q^{zi) and Q*^(zi) = {v{9)/v{9)}Q^{zi) respectively. Therefore 
an alternative form to (2.29) for the posterior expectation is
=  (3.15)
i=l
But
S»  ^  i | j ( ‘>|V2{A(ê)u(ê)}-ir*S
where r*  ^ = {M^^)'^{^îf)/k(9l)}  +  {-z/^0/")z;(0/')//i(0/')}. Now define a f  = 
(r*)“ ^{zvi(0r)//i(0r)} and a f  = {r^)~^{-i^i{9^)/li{9f)}- Then, from (3.15), we have
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where v f  = v{9^) ,v f  = v{9^) and v = v{9).
It also follows from the derivation of 5* that each of the quantities in parenthesis in 
(3.16) is 1 +  0 (n “ ^), from which we obtain the alternative summation form
d
E{v{0)\Y} + -  «) . (3-17)
i=l
as in Section 2.5.
As with formula (2.31), formula (3.17) can be used to compute marginal moments: if v 
is a function of 9i then
i
E{v{9i)\Y} =  Û +  X ^(«7^7 +  -  Û).
j=i
Finally, formula (3.17) gives rise to the formula
d
p(%|y) = p ( z |0 ,n  +  ^ {« r p (% |0 r ,y )  +  (,+p(z|0+ y )  - p ( z |0 ,y ) j  (3.18)
i=l
for the predictive density.
EX A M PL E  2.2. Linear regression model (continued)
As already mentioned, the values 9~ and 0+ require only 0 and J  for their implementa­
tion, so we find that
2.7387 0.9921 4.2045
3.1625 0.9440 4.2045
3.1625 0.9611 3.5742
3.5864 0.9300 4.2045 
0+ =  I 3.1625 0.9781 4.2045
3.1625 0.9616 4.7516
With A(0) oc 1/a^, the Bayesian Bartlett correction associated with 0 =  
is found to be (1.0125,1.0075,1.0017) and the values of a~ and are found to be 
(0.5,0.5,0.4293) and (0.5,0.5,0.5707) respectively. The approximatation to the posterior 
expectation of v{9) =  /3q -t-/3i -f 1/a^ based on formula (3.17) gives 4.35903, which agrees 
to two decimal places with the exact. Similarly, the approximation to the predictive 
density (dotted line) based on formula (3.18) and the exact density (solid line) yield 
virtually identical curves in this example, as shown in Figure 3.2.
EX A M PL E  3.2. Censored regression model
As a second example in this chapter, we consider the censored failure data given by 
Crawford (1970), which have been analyzed by Schmee and Hahn (1979). The data, given
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Figure 3.2: Linear regression data. Predictive density of Z. Formula (3.18) (dotted line); 
exact (solid line).
here in Table 3.3, arise from temperature accelerated life tests on electrical insulation 
in 40 motorettes. Ten motorettes were tested at each of four temperatures in degrees 
Centigrade (150°, 170°, 190° and 220°), resulting in a total of 17 failed units and 23 
unfailed (i.e. censored) units.
We fit a model of the form
Vi  — T Z =  1, . . . , 40
where yi is the logio(%th failure time), =  1000/(temperature +  273.2) and the errors 
are assumed to follow a standard normal distribution. The time to failure is in hours.
Reorder the data so that the first m observations are uncensored and the remaining n — m  
are censored. The log-likelihood function has the form
i = l  ' ' i=m +l  ^ ^
where yi are the observed failure times and c% are the censored event times. Here we find
that ê = iP o Ju â )  =  (-6.0193,4.3112,0.2592) and
427.867 931.911 -251.387
J = \  931.911 2035.227 -558.291 , ,
-251.387 -558.291 614.904
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Table 3.3: Life test data on motorettes (* denotes a censored time).
150° 170° 190° 220°
8064* 1764 408 408
8064* 2772 408 408
8064* 3444 1344 504
8064* 3542 1344 504
8064* 3780 1440 504 .
8064* 4860 1680* 528*
8064* 5196 1680* 528*
8064* 5448* 1680* 528*
8064* 5448* 1680* 528*
8064* 5448* 1680* 528*
from which the values of 6 and 6^ are readily obtained as
-6.9660 4.7498 0.2751
= I -6.0193 4.2857 0.2422
-6.0193 4.3112 0.2189
-5.0725 3.8785 0.2592
61+ =  I -6.0193 4.3368 0.2868
-6.0193 4.3112 0.2995
In the case of the non-informative prior X{6) oc l/<j, the values of a~ and a+ are 
found to be (0.5726,0.3860,0.3805) and (0.4274,0.6140,0.6195) and the Bayesian Bartlett 
correction associated with (^o,^i,cr) is found to be (1.0888,1.0471,1.0100). Table 3.4 
lists the approximate posterior expectation estimates of v{6) = + 2j3i -f cr, together
with the exact value computed via the data augmentation algorithm of Tanner and 
Wong (1987) (see Chapter 4). We see that formula (3.17) is not quite so accurate as 
approximation (2.31) here. However, the errors in formulae (2.31) and (3.17), relative 
to the approximate posterior standard deviation 0.1075 of v{6), are 0.0521 and 0.0633 
respectively, so they are both extremely accurate in this case. Finally, the approximate 
predictive density obtained from (3.18), represented by the dotted line in Figure 3.3, 
provides an extremely good approximation to the data augmentation estimate (solid 
line). Formula (2.32) is represented by the dashed line.
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Table 3.4: Exact and approximate posterior expectations for motorette data.
Based on E{/3o-^2l3i+a\Y}
e 2.8624
(2.31) 2.8992
(2.33) 2.8986
(3.17) 2.8980
Exact 2.9048
I
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Figure 3.3: Censored regression data. Predictive density of Z. Formula (2.32) (dashed 
line); Formula (3.18) (dotted line); data augmentation (solid line).
3.4 Alternative multiparameter sum m ation formulae for 
Bartlett corrections and posterior expectations
3.4.1 Form ulae based on signed roots
In Sections 2.5 and 3.3 formulae for the posterior expectation of a real-valued function 
v{6) are given which are of the form v{§) times or plus a correction term. In this section 
an alternative summation formula for the posterior expectation will be derived. This 
formula has the advantage that it expresses a posterior expectation as a finite mixture. 
This property is particularly convenient for the computation of predictive densities, since
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the approximation always produces a proper density function. Moreover, it is in a suitable 
form from which to sample, making it an attractive alternative to the approximation 
(2.33) of Tierney and Kadane for use in approximate data augmentation schemes of the 
type described in Tanner (1996) and Wei and Tanner (1990a).
Prom the results of Section 2.5, to 0{n~^) the constant of proportionality in the density 
/ ( r )  may be taken as 1 +  6 where b = 6*(0). The key observation is that this constant
may also be taken as where f  =  1 +  d6*(0). We use this form to derive useful
alternative formulae for posterior Bartlett corrections and expectations. As is the case 
with the approximations of Sections 2.5 and 3.3, expansions are not necessary for the 
calculation of f  since
t  ^= 1 db\0) = — ^^q^ {—^ /dei) +  q\'\/dei)^ . (3.19)
Let be the solutions to the equations r*(0i_i,^*) =  —V d , =  Vd  re­
spectively and write 6^ = =  (^i_i,0*+). Then, from (2.24) and (3.19), we
have
= (3.20)
where t* =  {i/,(0j )} +  {~i 'i{dt)/h{Si)}.
It follows from (2.27) that
/ L{9)X{$){l + ri'^{e -  ê)}d9 =  d-^{2-K)‘/^\J\- '^/^L{9)\ (9)Ÿ,t '  (3.21)i=l
and hence the quantity s^, where
l/d
is a multiparameter Bayesian Bartlett correction satisfying (2.28).
We can now deduce an alternative formula for the posterior expectation of a general 
function v{0) by applying (3.21) in the denominator and the corresponding expression 
with A(d) set to \{Q)v{3i) in the numerator. This leads to
E{v{9)\Y} = v { 9 ) ^ i ^  , (3.22)
2^z=i
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where t*^  = 1 + d6**(0), and is the coefficient of (r*)^ in {v(9)/v{§)}q^{ri).
Therefore, from (3.20),
t«  =  iV d|j(*)lV2{A(ê)î;(ê)}-VS
where r** =  )/k{9^)}  +  Substituting for f  and t*^
in (3.22), after some algebra we finally obtain
d
E{v(e)\Y}  A ^  w ' ( a j v -  +  a f v t ) , (3.23)
i= l
where o f  = {r^)~^{Pi{er)lk{er)), a f  = {T^)~^{-Ui{ef)lli{Bf)],vr = v{6r)^vf  = 
v{6f)  and =  |
Formula (3.23) expresses the posterior expectation of the function u as a weighted average 
of values of v evaluated, for each i, at Of and 0'^. As is the case with the approximations 
of Sections 2.5 and 3.3, the weights do not depend on the function v. It follows from
(3.23) that, if î; is a function of then
i
E{v{Oi)\Y} = ' ^ w ^ a j v j  + a f v f )
3 = 1
provides an approximation for marginal moments. As in Sections 2.5 and 3.3, formula
(3.23) can be applied for the computation of predictive densities, leading to the formula
d
p(z\Y) =  {arp{z \ er ,Y)  +  a+p(z|@+ Y )} . (3.24)
i= l
Notice that, unlike approximation (2.32) or formula (2.33), formula (3.24) is a proper 
density function. Furthermore, since it is a finite mixture of the predictive densities p(-|d), 
it is particularly convenient to sample from. In this respect it has a major advantage over 
the Tierney and Kadane formula in data augmentation schemes of the type described 
in Tanner (1996) and Wei and Tanner (1990a). The use of (3.24) in data augmentation 
schemes will be described in Chapter 4.
3.4 .2  Form ulae based on z
In this section we provide an alternative summation form based on the standardised 
parameter. This will have the additional computational advantage discussed in Section 
3.3, although it will lose the invariance property of formula (3.23).
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Write T* =  1 +  dB^{0). From the results of Sections 3.2 and 3.3 it follows that, for 
Î — 1 , . . . ,  d,
r  =  i+ < i{ 4 (o )  +  6‘(o)}
= {l+d6‘{0)}{l+(i4 (0)} .
Therefore
As usual, f  can be calculated without expansion by using
r  =  i  [Q*{-Vdei) + Q’(Vrfei)} . ,
Let be the solutions to z ‘^ {§i-i,6'^) = ± \/d , and = {6i-i,0^^). Then the numerator
of (3.25) is
where r* =  and the denominator is
1 +  dd2 (0) =  — ,
where =  {— Taki ng the ratio of these two approximations 
now gives, for z =  1, . . . ,  d.
- 1  .
T*
These formulae lead to a Bayesian Bartlett correction satisfying (2.28), where s =
It follows from the derivation of f  that
f '  = | j» |i /2  |w ’A (ê)î)(4}"V * \
where r** =  Substituting for f  and t*^
in (3.22) now gives an approximation to the posterior expectation of v{6) as
d
+  < 4 4 )  (3-26)
i= l
where aT = {r^)~^{vi{Or) / li{6r)}  ^ a+ =  {r^)~^{-yi[ef)l l i{ef)},vr = v{6r)^vf  = 
v(df )  and (w )^  ^ | (w )^  ^rL Formula (3.26), like (3.23),
exhibits the posterior expectation of u as a weighted average of values of v evaluated.
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for i =  1 , . . . ,  d, at and 6f .  In addition to the advantages discussed in Section 3.4.1, 
formula (3.26) is more easily implemented as it avoids the need to solve the non-linear 
equations required for formula (3.23). Clearly, formula (3.24) for the Bayesian predictive 
density holds with the definitions of the current section.
E X A M PL E  3.2. Censored regression (continued)
We now examine the accuracy of formulae (3.23) and (3.26). In this example the ap­
proximate posterior expectation of the function v{6) = ydo +  2^i +  <J obtained from (3.23) 
is found to be 2.8995, while the approximation based on formula (3.26) gives 2.8962. 
Again, both formulae provide very good approximations.
Finally, as already mentioned, formulae (3.23) and (3.26) are particularly convenient 
for the computation of predictive densities. Figure 3.4 presents three predictive density 
estimates of a future observation Z  for this example. The approximate predictive density 
obtained from (3.24) (dashed line) is plotted along with the approximation using formula 
(3.26) (dotted line) and the estimate (solid line) obtained by the data augmentation 
algorithm (Wei and Tanner, 1990b). As can be seen from the plot, all three estimates 
are extremely close.
»  to
S
dI
0 .
s
d
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Figure 3.4: Censored regression data. Predictive density of Z. Formula (3.24) (dashed 
line); approximation using formula (3.26) (dotted line); data augmentation (solid line).
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3.5 Concluding remarks
In this chapter we have presented some alternative formulae for Bayesian Bartlett cor­
rections, posterior expectations and predictive densities that have been shown to possess 
computational advantages over previous forms obtained in Sweeting (1996). As is the case 
with the previous approximations, these new formulae require little more than standard 
likelihood or posterior maximization computer output for their implementation, since 
they do not require computation of loglikelihood derivatives beyond second order. The 
formulae are all correct to the same asymptotic order as those given in Sweeting (1996).
It is perhaps surprising that equation (2.17) continues to hold when 0^ are symmetrically 
defined about 9, rather than being defined by a loglikelihood drop of Although formula
(3.10) is no longer invariant, it has the significant advantage of avoiding the need to solve 
the non-linear equations required for formula (2.17). This advantage becomes even more 
important in the multiparameter case, where the computation of (2.26) and (2.31) require 
more work, since it is necessary to include function maximization within the numerical 
solution of the non-linear equations. Formulae (3.14) and (3.17) avoid this problem.
Formula (3.23) for a posterior expectation, and its variant defined in terms of the stand­
ardised parameter (3.26), turn out to be particularly useful for the approximate compu­
tation of predictive distributions, not only because they are themselves proper densities, 
but also because the mixture form greatly facilitates sampling. The use of (3.24) in data 
augmentation schemes will be described in Chapter 4.
Application to data augmentation algorithms
4.1 Introduction
Analytic approximations such as those presented in the previous chapters will often 
perform extremely well in problems involving parameter spaces of small to moderate 
dimension. This is partly because these approximations have a non-local character and 
therefore often reflect the shape of the important region of the posterior density much 
better than expansions based on high-order derivatives at the likelihood maximum. How­
ever, these approximations are degraded when the dimension of the parameter space is 
high, or when the data are insufficiently informative. In such cases, the most widely used 
computational methods are based on simulation.
In the present chapter we investigate the use of hybrid methods that combine features 
of simulation and asymptotics and give some numerical illustrations. In particular, we 
show how the new approximate posterior expectation formula (3.23) provides a stable 
importance function for use within poor man’s data augmentation schemes. We begin in 
Section 4.2 by reviewing the basic data augmentation algorithm as described in Tanner 
and Wong (1987). Such algorithms lead to estimates of the entire posterior distribu­
tion. We then go on to consider poor man’s data augmentation algorithms of the type 
described in Wei and Tanner (1990a) and Tanner (1996). These provide non-iterative 
exact or approximate computation of the posterior distribution. One attraction of such 
data augmentation schemes is that they can provide functional forms for marginal dens­
ities and other quantities of interest. As pointed out by Tanner (1996), the simplest 
approximate scheme may provide a poor estimate of the posterior distribution and im­
portance sampling implementations are preferable. However, we show that importance 
sampling data augmentation algorithms can exhibit poor convergence behaviour due to 
poor choice of the importance function.
In Section 4.3 we investigate the use of the posterior predictive density formula (3.24) as
37
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an importance function. We show that data augmentation schemes using this predictive 
approximation as an importance function have excellent convergence behaviour. Some 
illustrative examples are given. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 4.4 and 
some technical details on asymptotic error rates are given in Appendix C.
4.2 D ata augm entation algorithms
In this section we review the data augmentation algorithm, as described in Tanner and 
Wong (1987), which allows for exact {i.e. simulation-consistent) computation of the entire 
posterior distribution. We then proceed to discuss the poor man’s data augmentation 
(PMDA) algorithms described in Wei and Tanner (1990a) and Tanner (1996). These 
algorithms, which may be exact or approximate, reduce the computational burden of 
the full data augmentation algorithm. In particular, it is noted in Section 4.2.4 that 
exact poor man’s data augmentation can be achieved whenever the complete augmented 
posterior density is available.
4.2.1 Full d ata  augm en tation
We begin by reviewing the data augmentation algorithm, as described in Tanner and 
Wong (1987). Let p{Y\6) be the density of observed data Y  given a parameter 6 G 
0  C 77.^ . Suppose that a prior density p{6) for 6 is available and denote by p{0\Y) 
the associated posterior density of 9 given Y.  Further, let p{Z\Y)  denote the predictive 
density of latent unobserved data Z  given Y, p(9\Y, Z) denote the augmented posterior 
density of 9 given Y  and Z  and p{Z\9,Y) denote the conditional predictive density of 
Z  given 9 and Y . The data augmentation algorithm is motivated by the following two 
equations. As in Tanner and Wong (1987), the posterior equation is
p{e\Y) = I  p{e\Y,Z)p{Z\Y)dZ, (4.1)
and the predictive equation is
p ( z | n =  /  p (^ |^ ,y )p (^ |y )d ^ .
Je
Given the current approximation g i { 9 )  to p ( 9 \ Y ) ,  the algorithm given in Tanner and 
Wong (1987) is as follows, 
al. Generate 9  from g i { 9 ) .
a2. Generate z from p{Z\9,Y),  where 9 is the value generated in (al).
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b. Repeat steps (al) and (a2) m times to yield z i , . .. ,Zm and update gi{9) to
m
gi+i{9) = Y^p(9\Y,Zj).
3=1
The data augmentation algorithm consists of iterating between the two steps (a) and (b). 
Tanner and Wong (1987) present regularity conditions for the algorithm to converge. 
They also discuss the practical issues of monitoring convergence of the algorithm and 
the selection of m.
4.2 .2  P M D A  1
To motivate the simplest poor man’s data augmentation algorithm, PMDA 1, suppose 
that the conditional predictive density p(Z|0, Y) of Z is 0(1) in n. Then, sm.ce p(Z\Y) =  
E{p(Z|^,y)}, we have
p ( Z \ Y ) = p ( Z \ 0 , Y ) { l  +  O(n-^)},
where 9 = argmax{L(0)}. Given the algorithm is given as
a. Generate z i , . . . ,Zm  from p(Z\9, y).
b. Approximate the posterior density by
m
m~^^p(9\Y,Zj ) .  (4.2)
3=1
PMDA 1 can be used as a good starting point for the full data augmentation analysis as 
well as an approximation to the full analysis, as pointed out by Wei and Tanner (1990a) 
and Tanner (1996).
4.2 .3  P M D A  2
Wei and Tanner (1990a) use equation (2.33) of Tierney and Kadane (1986) to obtain a 
superior approximation to p{Z\Y).  To motivate this approximation, again suppose that 
the conditional predictive density p{Z\9,Y) is 0(1). Set
-nh{9) =  logp(a|y, Z) -  logp{Z\9, Y) +  logp(Z|y)
and
-7ih*(^) =  iogp(^|y, z )  +  io g p (z |y ) .
Then, since
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it follows from (2.33) that
p (z |y )  oc
p{e\Y,z)
_  , r„ - i /2P ( n L * m p { z i ê , Y )  
p(è)L'-(è)
to 0(n~^), where 6 and 6* maximize p(0|y) a.ndp{6\Y, Z) respectively, J* is the negative 
Hessian of logp{9\Y,Z) evaluated at 9* and L*{9) is the augmented likelihood function 
associated with {Y,Z). The asymptotic accuracy of the approximation (4.3) is investig­
ated in Appendix C. To summarize the results; if the log-conditional predictive density 
\ogp{Z\9,Y) is 0 (n), then approximation (4.3) will be less accurate. However, this ap­
proximation will still be useful, as the error in (4.3) turns out to be 0{n~^) in this 
case.
Sampling from approximation (4.3) is possible using importance sampling (Ripley, 1987), 
resulting in the PMDA 2 algorithm: 
al. Generate z i , . . .  from p{Z\9, Y ) . 
a2. Galculate
 "
where Lj{9), 9j and Jj are the likelihood function, posterior mode and negative Hessian 
matrix corresponding to the j th  augmented data set. 
b. Approximate the posterior density by
m I m
Y,Wjp{9\Y,Zj) /
j=i / j=i
Finally we remark that formula (2.30) for a posterior expectation, and its variant defined 
in terms of the standardised parameter (3.16), may be used as alternative approximations 
to the Tierney-Kadane approximation (4.3) in PMDA 2. However, it turns out that 
these formulae are less accurate than (4.3) when the log-conditional predictive density 
logp{Z\9,Y) is 0(n).
4.2 .4  P M D A  3
Since sampling of the latent data in both PMDA 1 and PMDA 2 is based on an approx­
imation to p (y |y ) , these algorithms produce approximations to the posterior density. 
However, as pointed out by Wei and Tanner (1990a), if p{Z\Y)  is straightforward to 
calculate as a function of Z  then one can use importance sampling to sample from the
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exact predictive distribution p{Z\Y). We further note here that one can always com­
pute p{Z\Y)  up to proportionality whenever one is able to calculate the constant of 
proportionality for the augmented posterior density. This follows since
which may be evaluated at 0 = 9, for example. Thus, having obtained 9, we define 
PMDA 3 by
al. Generate z i , . .. ,Zm from p(Z\9, Y ) . 
a2. Galculate
~  ,7 — 1 , . . . ,  m .
b. Approximate the posterior density by
m ! m
^Wjp{9\Y ,Zj)  
j=i / j=i
This algorithm will provide a consistent estimate oip{9\Y) as m —)• oo, since, from (4.4), 
EX A M PL E  3.1. Genetic linkage (continued)
Consider again the genetic linkage model and data given in Rao (1973). These data have 
been examined by Dempster et al. (1977), Louis (1982), Tanner and Wong (1987) and 
Wei and Tanner (1990a). In this example, the observed posterior (under a flat prior) is 
of the form
p(0|y) oc (2 -k a)^x i -
To illustrate the data augmentation algorithms, the observed data Y  are augmented by 
splitting the first of the original four categories into two categories with probabilities |  
and | .  Thus the augmented data consist of (xi,X2 :X3 ,X4 ,X5 ) where yi — xi  X2 ,y 2 = 
2:3 , 2/3 =  X4  and y^ = x^, while the augmented posterior (under a flat prior) is of the form
p(^|y, Z) oc (1 -  g)=:3+:=4
where Z  = X2 . The conditional predictive distributionp(Z|0, Y)  is the binomial distribu­
tion with n = 125 and p =  9/{9 4- 2). Given the current estimate of p{9\Y), the Tanner- 
Wong data augmentation algorithm specifies that one generate a sample x^^\ • • • 5^ 2”^^ 
from the conditional predictive distribution and set up
p(6»|y)=m ^^Beta(î;j*\4*^)(6»),
i= l
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where
=  ^ 2  ^ + 0:5 +  1 , =  0:3 +  0:4 +  1.
Figure 4.1 presents the posterior density estimate of 6 (dashed line) obtained via the 
Tanner and Wong algorithm in which m = 1600. The solid line represents the exact 
posterior density obtained via numerical integration. The dotted line is the first-order 
normal approximation with 6 =  0.6281 and <j =  =  0.05. We see that all posterior
estimates are very similar. Notice that the data augmentation estimate is hardly distin­
guishable from the exact. Figures 4.2-4.4 show the exact observed posterior along with 
the PMDA 1, PMDA 2 and PMDA 3 estimates (dashed lines) respectively. As is evident, 
all curves are extremely accurate.
Figures 4.5-4.8 present the posterior density estimates of 9 when the sample data set 
Y  =  (14,0,1,5). It is apparent that, although the first-order normal approximation is 
poor, PMDA 1 successfully recovers the skewed shape of the true posterior density when 
m = 5000. PMDA 2 and PMDA 3 are both extremely accurate. However, although 
PMDA 1 and PMDA 2 may give reasonable approximations to the posterior density 
when n is not too small and the dimension of the parameter space not too large, they 
can provide poor approximations if the log-conditional predictive density \ogp{Z\9,Y) 
is not 0(1) in n, as will be seen in the following example.
EX A M PL E  3.2. Censored regression (continued)
We consider the censored failure data presented in Section 3.3, which have been analysed 
by several authors. In particular, Wei and Tanner (1990a, b) carry out a full data aug­
mentation analysis of these data, as well as the poor man’s data augmentation algorithms 
PMDA 1 and PMDA 2.
In order to implement the PMDA algorithms we need the functional form of the augmen­
ted posterior density p{9\Y,Z), as well as the conditional predictive density p{Z\9,Y),  
where Z  is the unobserved failure time. We assume the noninformative prior density 
p{9) oc cr~ .^ For an augmented data set X  = (Y,Z),  the augmented posterior density 
p[9\X) can be factorized exactly as
where (c./. Lee, 1989)
p {I5q, i^\(T, X ) p {g \X) ,
a~^\X ~  5 “ ^x^(n — 2) 
a|cr, X ~ N { a , a ‘^ /n)
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Figure 4.1: Genetic linkage data: exact posterior density (solid line); data augmentation 
(dashed line); first-order normal approximation (dotted line).
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Figure 4.2: Genetic linkage data: exact posterior density (solid line); PMDA 1 (dashed
line).
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Figure 4.3: Genetic linkage data: exact posterior density (solid line); PMDA 2 (dashed 
line).
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Figure 4.4: Genetic linkage data: exact posterior density (solid line); PMDA 3 (dashed 
line).
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Figure 4.5: Genetic linkage data (small): exact posterior density (solid line); data aug­
mentation (dashed line); first-order normal approximation (dotted line).
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Figure 4.6: Genetic linkage data (small) : exact posterior density (solid line) ; PMDA 1 
(dashed line).
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Figure 4.7: Genetic linkage data (small): exact posterior density (solid line); PMDA 2 
(dashed line).
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Figure 4.8: Genetic linkage data (small): exact posterior density (solid line); PMDA 3
(dashed line).
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and a, /3i are independent, conditional on a, where a = /3o+/3iv. Here S  =  Sxx — Sly/Sw^
where Sxx =  'S'zi, =  Z)"=ife ~ ~ v ) , a  = x and
b = S xv lS w  The above factorization is convenient for sampling 9 from the augmented
posterior for full data augmentation.
In order to illustrate the PMDA algorithms we will examine the marginal posterior 
density of a. In all cases it follows from equation (4.2) that
p(cr\Y) =  j  p(/3o,Pi,(j\Y)d/3odl3i
m  «
' « >
.7 = 1  ^
OC m
Following Wei and Tanner (1990a), 5000 samples were drawn from the conditional normal 
distribution p (Z |^ ,y ). Figure 4.9 shows the PMDA 1 approximation (dotted line), 3 
different runs of PMDA 2 (dashed lines) and the data augmentation estimate (solid 
line) of the a marginal. Here PMDA 2 was implemented using the parameterisation 
(^Oj/5i,loger). As can be seen from the plots, there is a noticeable discrepancy between 
PMDA 1 and the other curves. PMDA 2 does represent an improvement, but also 
indicates that the convergence of the process is quite poor. In this example there is 
actually no need to use the asymptotic approximation in PMDA 2, since the complete 
augmented posterior density is available. We can therefore obtain the ‘exact’ posterior 
density using PMDA 3. Figure 4.10 presents the estimate of the marginal density of a 
calculated via data augmentation (solid line) along with the PMDA 3 approximation, 
again with m = 5000 (dashed lines). As can be seen, the PMDA 3 estimate is still subject 
to considerable sampling variability.
It can be seen from this example that an important practical issue concerns the choice of 
importance function on which PMDA 2 and PMDA 3 are based. In the one-parameter 
genetic linkage example the conditional predictive distribution P{Z\6, Y)  turns out to be 
a suitable choice of importance function. In the censored regression example, however, 
convergence is quite poor using this importance function. Thus some doubt has been 
cast on the validity oi P{Z\9,Y)  as an appropriate general-purpose importance function. 
In the next section we investigate the use of an alternative importance function.
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Figure 4.9: Censored regression data. Marginal posterior density estimates for a. PMDA 
1 (dotted line); PMDA 2 (dashed lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 4.10: Censored regression data. Marginal posterior density estimates for cr.
PMDA 3 (dashed lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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4.3 M odified poor m an’s data augm entation algorithms
4.3 .1  A n  a ltern ative  im p ortance function
Applying formula (3.23) to the function v{6) = p{Z\6, Y)  we obtain the 0{n~^) approx­
imation
d
p { Z \ Y )  =  ^  { ' i T p ( Z \ e r ,  Y )  +  ' i t p ( Z \ 0 t ,  n} (4.6)
i=l
for the predictive density p(Z\Y)  of Z  given F , where = w'^ ’a f  and a f
and 9 f  are of the forms given in Section 3.4.1. Since 7 “^ +  7 ^  =  w’' and w’' = 
p{Z\Y) is a proper density function. Furthermore, since p{Z\Y)  is a finite mixture of the 
predictive densities p{Z\6) it is in a convenient form from which to sample, making it an 
attractive alternative to p{Z\9,Y)  for use as an importance function in poor man’s data 
augmentation schemes.
In the next three subsections we present versions of the PMDA 1, PMDA 2 and PMDA 
3 algorithms in which p{Z\§,Y)  is replaced by p{Z\Y).
4 .3 .2  P M D A  1'
Here we replace the approximation p(Z|^, F) by formula (4.6). Since we can easily sample 
from this density, there is no need for importance sampling and PMDA 1' is given by
a. Generate from p{Z\Y) .
b. Approximate the posterior density by
m
m -^ '^ p { 9 \Y ,Z j ) .
4.3 .3  P M D A  2'
In situations where p{Z\Y) is difficult to compute, approximation (4.3) is available, as in
Section 4.2.3. PMDA 2' is obtained by using (4.6) as the importance function in place
of p(Z\§, F ) and is given by
al. Generate z \ , . .. ,Zm from p(Z \Y ) .
a2 . Calculate
 "■
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b. Approximate the posterior density by
Y^Wjp(e\Y,Zj)
3 = 1  '  3 = 1
m
4 .3 .4  P M D A  3'
As in Section 4.2.4, suppose that we are able to evaluate the constant of proportionality 
in the augmented posterior density. Then the posterior density p(6\Y) may be obtained 
by applying importance sampling based on the importance function (4.6). PMDA 3' is 
therefore given by
al. Generate %i,. . . ,  from p(Z \Y ) . 
a2. Calculate
 "■
b. Approximate the posterior density by
m I m
3 = 1  '  3 = 1
EX A M PL E  3.2. Censored regression (continued)
Here we find
and
With the non-informative prior p{6) oc <7 the values of 7  and 7 + associated with 
(/3o,/3i,o-) are found to be (0.2212, 0.1243, 0.1203) and (0.1520, 0.2066, 0.1757) respect­
ively.
Again we examine the cr marginal. Based on equation (4.5), Figure 4.11 presents posterior 
density approximations for a arising from PMDA 1' (dotted line) and three runs of the 
PMDA 2' algorithm based on m =  5000 (dashed lines), along with the data augmentation 
estimate. These graphs, which should be compared with those for PMDA 1 and PMDA 2 
in Figure 4.9, clearly indicate that the PMDA 1' approximation is superior to the PMDA 
1 approximation and that the PMDA 2' algorithm produces excellent approximations in 
this case. Similarly, Figure 4.12 presents three runs of the PMDA 3' algorithm with
i(  -7.8736 5.1739 0.3008
r  = -6.0193 4.2720 0.2397
1 -6.0193 4.3112 0.2026
/' -4.4164 3.5825 0.2702
e + = { -6.0193 4.3651 0.3247
\ , -6.0193 4.3112 0.3491
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Figure 4.11: Censored regression data. Marginal density of cr. PMDA 1' (dotted line); 
PMDA 2' (dashed lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 4.12: Censored regression data. Marginal density of cr. PMDA 3' (dashed lines);
data augmentation (solid line).
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m = 5000. Again, Figure 4.12, which should be compared with Figure 4.10, indicates 
that the PMDA 3' algorithm produces excellent approximations.
EX A M PL E  4.1. Variance components
As another illustration of the data augmentation algorithms, we consider a normal vari­
ance components model. We first treat the balanced case in which the groups are of 
equal size. The unbalanced case is treated later.
1. T he balanced  case
We consider the one-way variance components model
Vij — P>i +  ^ij ,i = 1, . . . , I  ,J =  l , . . . , t 7  ,
where yij is the j th  observation from the ith group, yi is the effect of the «th group and
6ij is the error. Suppose, assuming conditional independence throughout, that eififii ~
N{0, (j^), so that Hijliai ~  N(fii, a^), and fii ~  N{pL, r^). Let
1 A 1 -  ^^
Vih and =  Vi.-
i=l
Then, unconditionally, (c./. Box and Tiao, 1973)
2/i. ^  A(//, J ) ,
where =  cr^  -f- is the between groups expected mean square (E.M.S) and
I J
Sct = Y ^  Y^iVij -  V i f  -  -  I ) ,
i=l 3=1
where W  = I J  and So- is the sum of squares (S.S.) within groups. Since So is sufficient 
for cr^ , the likelihood function is proportional to
1 f  J  J2i=i{yi. -  ^grrio
2 I (fp' (4.7)
where I'o = I ( J  ~  1) is the degrees of freedom (d.f.) and ruo = Soj^a is the within 
groups mean square (M.S.). Further
I
J  ^ i v i .  -  p f  = ^rmr +  IJ{y.. -  PŸ  ,
1 = 1
where Ut =  7 -1  is the d.f., =  St/ ^ t is the between groups M.S. and Sr = J  J2i=i(yi-~
2/..)^  is the between groups S.S. Thus, the likelihood (4.7) becomes
1 ( IJ{y., -  Urmr , yo'mo(^2)-«/<,/2(^2 ^  j7-2)-K+l)/2g^p
2 \  0-2 -f J r “^ (j2 _j_ j^ 2  g.+ }] ■ (4.8)
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Prom standard sampling theory, the unbiased estimators for the variance components cr^  
and are respectively
=  and
Before proceeding with the PMDA algorithms, we need to obtain the augmented posterior 
and conditional predictive distributions. Let Z  = ( //i,. . . , / i / ) ,  Y  = (y n ,. . . ,  y /j) and 
assume that (/z, r^) and are a priori independent with priors specified by p(/z, r^) oc 1 
and p(cr^) oc 1/cr^. For an augmented data set X  =  (Y, Z), the augmented posterior 
density p ( /i , cr^ , r^|A) can be factorized as
p (p \t ‘^ , X ) p {t ‘^ \ X ) p ((j '^\X) ,
where (c./. Lee, 1989)
a^lX ~  K/ x"(W)
r^ lX  ~  S ' j x ^ { I - 3 )  (4.9)
p lr^ .X  -  N i p y i l ) ,
I
where S'  ^ = Yli=i = 'Y^{Pi-ÿŸ  and p, = YlUi  Pi/1 • The conditional
1=1
predictive density p ( / i i |/ i ,  <7^ , r^, T) is normal with mean given by the weighted average
l/r^  +  J/o-^y y l /r^  +  J /a^
of p and 2/i. and with variance (l/r^  +  .
To illustrate the PMDA algorithms, we follow Box and Tiao (1973) by focusing on the 
<7^  and marginals. An estimate of p((7^|y) based on equation (4.2) is readily available 
since
p{(7^\Y )  =  J  p { p , a ^ , T ^ \ Y ) d p d
m  „
^  j  p(p,(J^,T^\Xj)dpdT^.-1 ^~  m
i=i
”  (5 '.)'^ /2  r 51,
™ 'E (^ 2 )7 tr+ 2 )/2
where S'^j is the within groups S.S. for the j th  augmented data set. Similarly, an estimate 
of p(T^|y) is
_2p {t ^\Y)  =  J  p { i i , a ^ , T ^ \ Y ) d t i d
r  51 ,m
OC
3
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Table 4.1: Generated data for the two-component model (Box and Tiao, 1973)
Batch 1 2 3 4 5 6
Individual 7.298 5.220 0.110 2.212 0.282 1.722
observations 3.846 6.556 10.386 4.852 9.014 4.782
2.434 0.608 13.434 7.092 4.458 8.106
9.566 11.788 5.510 9.288 9.446 0.758
7.990 -0.892 8.166 4.980 7.198 3.758
Vi. 6.2268 4.6560 7.5212 5.6848 6.0796 3.8252
y.. = 5.6656
Table 4.2: Analysis of variance table for the generated data
Source S.S. d.f. M.S. E.M.S.
Between batches Sr = 41.6816 Ur = b m - r  = 8.3363 +  5t^
Within batches Sa = 358.7014 Uo =  24 mo — 14.9459 cr^
Total 400.3830 29
=  14.9459, -1.3219
where S^j is the between groups S.S. for the jth. augmented data set.
We illustrate these formulae for the generated data set reported in Box and Tiao (1973). 
The data, with I  = Q and J  = b, are set out in Table 4.1 and an analysis of variance 
table is provided in Table 4.2. It is seen from Table 4.2 that the unbiased estimate for 
the variance component is negative, which is clearly objectionable. Furthermore, if 
we wish to use the PMDA algorithms based on importance sampling from (4.6), then 
we cannot use negative values for r^. We therefore need to find a way to circumvent 
this problem. We do this by choosing to be a fixed positive value f  ^  and work with 
parameter vector 6 =  (/i, a^). It turns out that use of the modified importance function
(4.6) is not crucial for the parameter r^. In order to assign a suitable value we proceed 
as follows.
First note the following sampling distributions.
Thus level-a lower and upper confidence bounds for cr^  and (fP respectively are 
CTq, = <S'cr/Xa(^o-) ( f a  ~  / X l - a i ^ r )  '
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Since =  {(fP — cr^)/J, we now choose to be
f^  = Tl/2,  (4.12)
where =  (0^ — cr^)/J is an approximate upper bound for Note that could be 
any reasonable value in the interval (0, r^). We have simply taken the midpoint here.
We now obtain versions of the PMDA 3 and PMDA 3' approximations for the given 
data. Application of (4.12) gives =  2.64 and, with this value of f^, we obtain 9{f'^) = 
(/i(f^), (j^(f^)) =  (5.6656,13.6585), the conditional observed information is
1.1170 0
0 0.0744
and
61-(f") =_^_2^ _  { 4.3211 14.1816 5.6656 9.54567
_  f  7.0101 14.1816 \  
 ^ V 5.6656 20.4399 J
The values of 'y-(f^) and are (0.2527,0.2183) and (0.2527,0.2763) respectively.
Thus the version of PMDA 3 here is given as 
al. Generate z i , . . . ,Zm  from p(Z|^(f^), f^, T ) . 
a2. Calculate
Wj =  {p(ê(f^),f^lY,Zj)}~^ , j  =
b. Approximate p(o'^|y) by
”  j sY\ ,
j = i  \  ) ' j= i
m
Wn
m
"Wj
andp(r^ |y ) by
E - . ' ^ - p { - ÿ } / E
Finally we obtain a suitable version of the PMDA 3' algorithm by noting that, for fixed 
T ,^ approximation (4.6) becomes 
d
p(Z\Y) = ( f^ )p (Z |g r(f" ) ,f^ y )  +  'f t( f^ )p (Z |@ t(f" ) ,f ,y )}  . (4.13)
i=l
Thus PMDA 3' becomes
al. Generate z i , . .. ,Zm from p{Z\Y) in (4.13)
a2. Galculate
 -
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b. Approximate the marginals as in (b) above.
Figure 4.13 presents three different runs of PMDA 3 based on m =  1000 (dashed lines) 
and the data augmentation estimate (solid line) of the marginal density of and Figure 
4.14 presents the corresponding plots for PMDA 3'. The decrease in sampling variability 
achieved by PMDA 3' is again apparent, despite the need to use a fixed value of r^. 
Although PMDA 3' is excellent for values of r  away from zero, both PMDA 3 and 
PMDA 3' exhibit some inaccuracy for values of r  very close to zero when m = 1000. 
Figure 4.15 presents three different runs of PMDA 3 based on m =  5000 (dashed lines) 
and the data augmentation estimate (solid line) of the marginal density of r^, while 
Figure 4.16 presents the corresponding plots for PMDA 3'. The inaccuracy near zero 
disappears in the case of the PMDA 3' algorithm.
We next illustrate the PMDA algorithms for the dyestuff data taken from Davies (1967). 
The data are set out in Table 4.3 and the corresponding analysis of variance, in Table 
4.4. In Table 4.4, we have > 0. However, the positivity of does not ensure that 
the variance component is positive everywhere in our analysis when approximating 
r^“ . Thus the device of fixing here may also be required. Application of (4.12) here 
gives =  4739.098. Based on this value of f^, we find that 0{f‘^) = (/i(r^), d-^(r^)) =  
(1527.50,2451.25), the conditional observed information is
1.1474e -  03 0
0 1.9959e -  06
and
0-(f") =-/= 2 , ^  I 1485.749 2451.25 1527.500 1655.27
1569.251 2451.250 
1527.500 3715.697
Furthermore, the values of 7  (r^) and 7 +(r^) are respectively (0.2504,0.2173) and 
(0.2504,0.2820).
Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 show the marginal posterior density estimates for from 
three different runs of PMDA 3 and PMDA 3' respectively with m = 1000. Figure 4.19 
and Figure 4.20 give the corresponding plots for the marginal posterior density estimates 
for T .^ As can be seen. Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.19 show that the PMDA 3 algorithm 
is subject to some sampling variability when m = 1000, whereas Figure 4.18 and Figure 
4.20 demonstrate that PMDA 3' produces excellent approximations in this example. 
Finally, we note that the performance of the algorithms is very insensitive to the choice 
of f .
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Figure 4.13: Generated data. Marginal density of cr^ . 
augmentation (solid line).
PMDA 3 (dashed lines); data
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Figure 4.14: Generated data,
augmentation (solid line).
Marginal density of cr^ . PMDA 3' (dashed lines); data
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Figure 4.15: Generated data. Marginal density of r^. PMDA 3 (dashed lines); data 
augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 4.16: Generated data. Marginal density of r .^
augmentation (solid line).
PMDA 3' (dashed lines); data
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Table 4.3: Dyestuff data (Yield of dyestuff in grams of standard color).
Batch 1 2 3 4 5 6
Individual 1545 1540 1595 1445 1595 1520
observations 1440 1555 1555 1440 1630 1455
1440 1490 1605 1595 1515 1450
1520 1560 1510 1465 1635 1480
1580 1495 1560 1545 1625 1445
Vi. 1505 1528 1564 1498 1600 1470
y.. = 1527.5
Table 4.4: Analysis of variance table for the dyestuff data
Source S.S. d.f. M.S. E.M.S.
Between batches Sr = 56357.5 =  5 Tflj- —11271.5 0-^  +  5r^
Within batches =  58830 = 24 rria = 2451.25 (fS
Total 115187.5 29
a'  ^ = 2451.25, =  1764.05
In closing, we note that if p (/i, c r^ ,r^ ) oc then an exact factorisation of the
posterior density is available which may be used to draw missing data patterns from
p ( Z | y , a n d  there is then no need for importance sampling. However, this
algorithm is not available in the unbalanced case, which we treat next.
2. T he unbalanced  case
We now consider the case where the groups are of unequal sizes. Only minor changes 
need to be made to the formulae to account for this, and the analysis remains essentially 
the same.
Let the group sample sizes be Jj, i = ! , . . . , /  and write yi, = Hij/Ji- As in the 
balanced case, we have (c./. Box and Tiao, 1973)
2/i.
where and
Sa =  Y i  -  I) ,
i = l j = l
where W  = Yll- i  Since S(j is sufficient for cr^ , the likelihood function is proportional
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Figure 4.17: Dyestuff data, 
augmentation (solid line).
Marginal density of <j^ . PMDA 3 (dashed lines); data
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Figure 4.18: Dyestuff data. Marginal density of cr^ . PMDA 3' (dashed lines); data
augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 4.19: Dyestuff data. Marginal density of r^. PMDA 3 (dashed lines); data 
augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 4.20: Dyestuff data,
augmentation (solid line).
Marginal density of r .^ PMDA 3' (dashed lines); data
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to
I - 1/2
(cr2 ) U. / 2  m  exp
~ H k  4\ i= l
where Va = -  1) = W  — I  and mo- =  Sa/i^a- The within and between groups
E.M.S are
and f
respectively. The unbiased estimators for are
2 _  „  2 _
T  -  .
where =  Sr/i^T and Sr =  Yli=i Mvi.  ~ V.T-
For an augmented data X  = (F, Z), where Z  = {p i, . . .  the augmented posterior 
density p(/i, cr^ , r^jX), under the prior p{p,a ‘^ ,T‘^) oc 1/cr^, can be factorized exactly 
as in (4.9) with the present definition of W,  and S'  ^ = Z)[=i Z)/Li(?/ü “  //%)^ , =
~ P')  ^ and fi = X)f=i The conditional predictive density cr^ , r^, F)
is normal with mean
l/r^  +  Ji/o-^y ' \ 1 / t^-\-Ji/a"  ^
and variance ( l/r^  +  Ji/cj^) ^ .
As in the balanced case, we will examine the cr^  and the marginals to illustrate the 
PMDA algorithms. The approximations (4.10) and (4.11) to p(cr^|F) and p{r^\Y) are 
unchanged, with the definitions of this section.
We illustrate these formulae for data generated from Box and Tiao’s generated data in 
Table 4.1. The data are set out in Table 4.5 with the corresponding analysis of variance 
in Table 4.6. To obtain the approximations for the new generated data, the device of 
fixing is required. It follows from the between groups E.M.S. that
and we use an analogue of formula (4.12) based on above. In the present example this 
gives =  2.95, ^(f^) =  (/i(f^),(7^(f^)) =  (5.4710,12.9540), the conditional observed 
information is
/  0.9040 0.0027 
V 0.0027 0.0599
and
_  f  3.9701 13.7687 
V 5.4710 8.5334
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Table 4.5: Data generated from Box and Tiao’s generated data
Batch 1 2 3 4 5 6
Individual Z298 5.220 0.110 2.212 1.722
observations 3.846 6.556 10.386 4.852 9.014 4^%2
0.608 4J&8 8.106
9.566 11.788 9.288 0.758
7.990 -0.892 7.198 3.758
Vi. 7.175 4.656 5.248 5.450667 6.89 3.825200
y.. = 5.540811
Table 4.6: Analysis of variance table for the new generated data
Source S.S. d.f. M.S. E.M.S.
Between batches 
Within batches
Sr = 34.97014 
Sa = 241.4064
I/T =  5
Ua = 16
mr = 6.994028 
ruo- = 15.0879
+  3.6r^
Total 276.3766 21
= 15.0879, =  -2.20742
Finally, =  (0.2546,0.2126) and 7+(f2) =  (0.2534,0.2793).
6.9676 13.6256 
.4710 20.9021
Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22 show the marginal posterior density estimates for from 
three different runs of PMDA 3 and PMDA 3' respectively with m = 1000. Figure 4.23 
and Figure 4.24 give the corresponding plots for the marginal posterior density estimates 
for T .^ The decrease in sampling variability achieved by PMDA 3' when m =  1000 is 
again apparent, despite the need of fixing r^.
4.4 Concluding remarks
In this chapter we have explored the use of hybrid methods involving data augmentation, 
importance sampling and asymptotics and have given some numerical illustrations. We 
have demonstrated that an important practical issue concerns the choice of importance 
function for PMDA schemes which incorporate importance sampling. The conditional 
predictive distribution p(Z|0, F) is not very efficient computationally as an importance 
function, as convergence is seen to be quite poor. However, we have shown that formula
(4.6) is a simple and effective importance function in the above schemes.
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Figure 4.21: Generated data (unbalanced). Marginal density of cr^ . PMDA 3 (dashed 
lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 4.22: Generated data (unbalanced). Marginal density of cr^ . PMDA 3' (dashed
lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 4.23: Generated data (unbalanced). Marginal density of r^. PMDA 3 (dashed 
lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 4.24: Generated data (unbalanced). Marginal density of r .^ PMDA 3' (dashed
lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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The new non-iterative algorithms, PMDA 2' and PMDA 3', have been shown to yield 
accurate approximations to the observed posterior. Some key features of these algorithms 
are that they are easy to implement and greatly reduce the computational burden of 
the data augmentation algorithm. Furthermore, PMDA 1' may provide a reasonable 
approximation in its own right. To avoid conditional maximization, formula (4.6) based 
on the standardised parameter could now be applied. It would be interesting to explore 
the application of these algorithms to more complex models for which the integration in 
(4.1) is intractable. There has not been time to carry out the work for inclusion here, 
but see Chapter 7 for further discussion.
Im portance sampling based on signed roots
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we continue our investigation of combining importance sampling with 
asymptotics and show that the use of an importance function based on the SRLLR r{0) 
can provide a simple and effective tool for Bayesian computation. A variety of Monte 
Carlo importance sampling strategies have been proposed. Sometimes these are based 
on first-order normality of 9, which will often have poor tail behaviour. On the other 
hand, it is noted in Section 2.4 that r{6) may have good tail properties which suggests 
an importance sampling scheme based on a normal distribution for r(9).
In the present chapter we develop a new signed-root based importance sampling scheme 
which gives rise to exact (i.e. simulation-consistent) computation for various posterior 
quantities of interest, including posterior density functions, posterior moments and mar­
ginal posterior densities. In particular, using a random sample from r{6) ~  AT(0,1), we 
obtain an approximate sample of parameter values from the posterior density, by inver­
sion of the signed-root. The posterior based quantities above may then be constructed 
directly from this sample. In Section 5.2 the theory is developed for the single parameter 
case and then extended to the multiparameter case in Section 5.3. The computation of 
marginal posterior densities is treated in Section 5.4 and some concluding remarks are 
presented in Section 5.5. The theory is illustrated by some simple examples.
5.2 The univariate case
In this section we present a simple signed-root based importance sampling scheme to 
obtain an estimator of the posterior expectation of a general real-valued function v{9) 
and the posterior density pn{6\Y) when 0 is a scalar parameter. In Section 5.3 these 
results are extended to the multiparameter case.
67
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Suppressing the dependence on n  for notational convenience, suppose that we are inter­
ested in
Ep = Ep{v{e)\Y} = j  v(e)p(e\Y)dB,
but that we cannot sample directly from p{6\Y) .  If g{6)  is a normalized density from 
which we can easily sample, then we can write
Ep =  J  v { e ) ? ^ g { e ) d e
which, by importance sampling, can be estimated by
m
A) ——
j=i
where are m  draws from g{9)  and the importance weight Wj  is defined as
p{9j \ Y) / g { 9 j ) .  Furthermore, the variance of Èp is
v a r(4 )  =  i  I  -  E p j  g{d)de. (5.2)
This can be made small by choosing g(9)  so that v{9) p{ 9 \ Y) / g{9)  is roughly constant, in 
which case Êp is a fairly precise estimate of (5.1).
We now define g {9).  Consider the signed-root transformation r =  r{9)  of 9.  Let / ( r )  =  
(27r)“ ^/^e“^^/ ,^ the first-order approximation to the density of r. Then iî 9 =  9{r) ,  the 
inverse of r{9),  we see that
9(e) = / ( . ) |
where, by definition of r{9),  L{9)  oc Let c~^ be the constant of proportionality
in p(^|y). Substituting for g{9)  and p(^|T) in (5.1), we obtain
=  (2Tr)^f^c-^L{ê)Eg{v{e)h{0)}, 
where h{9) = X{9)/ {—l' (9)/r} . By taking v{9) =  1 we see that
c =  (2iv)^/^L{ê)Eg{h{e)}.
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Thus, exact expressions can be obtained for the posterior density and posterior expect­
ations, namely
p{0\Y) =  [(2-Kfl^L0)Eg{h{e)}Y^ m m  (5.4)
and
_  Eg{v(0)h(e)}
” '  Eg{h{e)} (S.5)
respectively. We return to (5.4) and (5.5) when we develop a signed-root based algorithm 
to estimate the expectations in these results. At this point, we prove the following 
Lemma.
L em m a :
Assume that there exist constants c, h, k with 0 < /i < 1 / 2  and c,k > 0 such that 
> k for \6 — 6\> c. Then var |  |  < oc.
P r o o f :
To begin with, note that L(û) =  L{B)e'~'^^. Then
d
É L { p - r i r i \ - h ^  
dr dO
Â&) -h
=  {L(^)}-/^
=  / i{ L ( ^ ) } - V '/^ |- / ( ^ ) | .
> k > 0 implies that
{A(9»2
{l'(0)Y-
< k e.hri
where k' =
We now show that Eg |  }
I J
is finite. We have
E ( 0 ) m V
n j m m Ÿ
' - 0 0  I 9(0) I f{r)dr.
Substituting for g (9) and /( r )  we obtain
Er < m m ŸI  9(0)  /
/oo y . 2 g ( / i - 2 ) r 2 ^ ^
-oo
(5.6)
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from (5.6), where k” is a constant. Since 0 < h < 1/2, the final integral is finite and so
< oo,( m m Ÿ
X 9(0) )
from which the result follows.□
Alternatively the Lemma condition may be written as
< fc < oo (5.7)
for \6 — 6\ > c for some constant c. This form is more convenient to work with.
The Lemma has some obvious implications. Firstly, it shows the finiteness of the variance 
of the importance sampling estimator and so, via the Central Limit Theorem, it converges 
at the rate l / \ /m , independently of the dimension of 9. Secondly, it provides us with a 
measure of accuracy of Ep via computation of its standard error.
We now consider two simple examples that illustrate the utility of this Lemma.
EX A M PL E  5.1. Exponential distribution
Suppose that T i ,. . . ,  T„ are i.i.d. and follow an exponential distribution with p.d.f f{t) = 
(t > 0). Letting cj) = log^, the likelihood function is given as
L(<t>) =
for — 0 0  < (f) < oo, where s = With a uniform prior for (j), the left hand side of
the condition (5.7) is easily found to be equivalent to
çhn(t> Q-hse'^
 %r < 0 0|n — se^
which is seen to be (comfortably) satisfied in this case by letting (f) -4- ±oo. 
E X A M PL E 5.2. Tail thickness (and smoothness)
As a second example we illustrate the Lemma via ‘tail thickness’ (and smoothness). 
Suppose that the likelihood function is of the form
L{9) = c9~^
for some o; > 2, c > 0 and 9 > A ïor some constant A > 0. Setting \{9) oc 1, the left 
hand side of the condition (5.7) becomes
a
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which is finite if and only if h > I/o;. Thus, taking 1/a < h < 1/2, the condition (5.7) 
holds in this case.
We now develop the simulation algorithm that estimates the expectations of interest. 
Consider Eg{h{6)}. The algorithm is as follows.
a. Inversion Step
al. Generate r  ~  N{0,1).
a2. Define 6 by the equation r{6) = r. This equation may readily be solved by Newton’s 
method, for example, using the update formula z' = z — [r{r(^) — r}]/z, where z =  
z{6) = — 6). This can be initialized at z =  r  +  +  hr^, with a = {z'^ -{■ z~)/2
and b = {z'^ — z~)/2 — 1 , where z^  = z{6^) and 6'  ^ are the solutions of r{9^) =  ± 1 . 
These two steps are then repeated m  times to obtain the required sample i.e. . . . ,  ~
fl'W-
b. Expectation Step 
Approximate Eg{h{9)} as
1 ^
From this, exact (i.e. simulation-consistent) computations of the posterior density func­
tion and expectations are immediate. More specifically, having obtained 9 i , . . .  ,9m from 
the inversion step , by the expectation step it follows from (5.4) and (5.5) that the ex­
pressions
p{0\Y) = Y ^ Y ! ^ L { ê ) f ^ h { 0 j ) \  L(0)\(0) (5.8)
^ = 1
and \m
Ep =  " " C L  ' w '.V "  (5.9)E ”=i h{0})
provide the required approximations to the posterior density function and posterior ex­
pectations respectively.
EX A M PL E  3.1. Genetic Linkage (continued)
We illustrate the approximations described in this section with the simple genetic linkage 
model presented in Section 3.2. In this example the observed posterior, under a fiat prior, 
is
p(0\Y) cc (2 +  6I) ' “ { 1  -  g)3»g3\ 0 e  [0,1].
The normalizing constant c~^ îov p{0\Y) can be obtained by implementing the simulation 
algorithm. The algorithm was run three independent times all with m =  20, yielding
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Table 5.1: Exact and approximate posterior computations for the genetic linkage model 
with the large data set.
m Proportionality Posterior Standard Relative
constant c~^ expectation Ep error Sp error Vp
2 0 4.3699e -  29 0.6510 0.0104 0.6043
2 0 4.1191e -  29 0.5935 0 . 0 1 1 2 0.6528
2 0 4.3083e -  29 0.6373 0 . 0 1 1 2 0.6513
5000 4.2409e -  29 0.6227 0.0007 0.0418
Exact 4.2414e -  29 0.6228
the values in column 2 of Table 5.1 of c“ .^ Using these entries, the posterior density 
estimates (dashed lines) obtained by applying (5.8) are presented in Figure 5.1, along with 
the exact posterior density (solid line). The exact posterior was calculated by numerical 
integration. As can be seen from Figure 5.1, the process shows a small variation when 
m =  20. If one requires a more precise estimate, then the algorithm can be run with a 
larger value of m. Figure 5.2 presents the resulting posterior density estimates based on 
m = 5000. As expected, the estimated posterior density is hardly distinguishable from 
the exact.
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Figure 5.1: Genetic linkage data: approximation (5.8) with m =  20 (dashed lines) vs.
exact posterior density (solid line).
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Figure 5.2: Genetic linkage data: approximation (5.8) with m  = 5000 (dashed lines) vs. 
exact posterior density (solid line).
We now examine the accuracy of formula (5.9) for posterior expectations in the case when 
the function v{6) = 6. Given the output from the simulation algorithm, the computation 
of (5.9) is straightforward. The resulting posterior expectation estimates are listed in 
column 3 of Table 5.1, together with the numerical integration value. As is the case 
with formula (5.8), formula (5.9) shows some variability when m =  20, while it has three 
decimal places of accuracy when m = 5000. In order to examine the precision of (5.9) 
we need to obtain an approximation for its variance. To do so, note first from the law of 
large numbers that
Ep = =  Er,
where denotes convergence in probability. Thus, if X j  = L{9)v{6j)h{6j) and
Yj = L{6)h{6j) for j  = 1 , ,  m, then
Êp = Ep-{- c -i {X -  EpŸ)
where X  = E  YyjLi and Ÿ  = ^  ^j- This result is obtained in a straightforward
way by binomial series expansion up to the first order. From this, an approximation for
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the variance of (5.9) is immediate, that is
vai{Êp) = c-^var {X  -  E p Ÿ ) . (5.10)
The entries in column 4 of Table 5.1 are the approximate standard errors of (5.9) based
on (5.10). To this end, we quote the relative error 3sp/cr, where a is the exact posterior
standard deviation of v{6), as an estimate of how much error there is in the approximation 
(5.9) relative to the posterior variability. Our choice of the relative error expression is 
due to the fact that Ep ±  3sp is an approximate 98% confidence interval for Ep and we 
would like this to be small relative to a. Using the value of cr =  0.0515, the resulting 
relative errors are reported in the last column of Table 5.1. We observe that these errors 
are quite high with m = 20. The relative error is, however, very small when m  =  5000.
It is natural to seek to reduce the variability in (5.9) so that adequate answers may be 
obtained with a smaller computational effort. There are many variance reduction tech­
niques that can be used in conjunction with importance sampling, including antithetic 
variâtes and control variâtes. We treat the former here; the latter will be discussed in 
Chapter 6 . Discussion of a wider class of techniques can be found in Hammersley and 
Handscomb (1964), Powell and Swann (1966), Cranley and Patterson (1970), Rubenstein 
(1981), Rothery (1982), Morgan (1984) and Ripley (1987).
Let Z be a random variable. The method of antithetic variâtes attempts to find two 
negatively correlated estimators of /i =  E{Z)  and then combine them (Ripley, 1987). 
Suppose that Z  has the same distribution as Z, and that corr(Z, Z) < 0, i.e. Z and Z 
are negatively correlated. Then an unbiased estimator oî fj, is ft = {Z Z)/2. This has 
variance
var(/i) =  {2var(Z) +  2cov(Z, Z)}/4
=  var(Z){l +  corr(Z, Z)}/2.
Thus to reduce the variance of p,, we aim to make corr(Z, Z) negative and as close to —1 
as possible. In fact, we obtain a more precise estimator of /i from the m  pairs (Z%, Z%) 
than we do from 2m observations of Z* provided corr(Z, Z) < 0.
We now apply this method to our problem of estimating (5.4) and (5.5). It seems 
intuitively plausible that our estimate would be subject to less sampling variability if, 
for each r, we used its mirror r = —r. It is obvious here that r  and f  are perfectly 
negatively correlated i.e. corr(r,f) =  —1. Since 9{r) is a monotonie function of r, we 
would expect 9{r) and 9{r) to be negatively correlated. Suppose that 9 i , . . . , 9 m  ~  g{0)
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based on r  and 6 i , . . . ,9m ~  g{9) based on f. Then, from (5.8) and (5.9), the estimators 
of the posterior density function and expectations under antithetic importance sampling 
are
p{0\Y) =
- 1
m m
and
Ep =
(5.11)
(5.12)
E T = i l { H e j )  + h{0j)} 
respectively. Furthermore, based on equation (5.10), an approximation to the variance 
of Êp under antithetic importance sampling is
var(Êp) =  c~^var (X — EpŸ) ,
where, in this case, X  = (2'k)^I'^L{6) 
(2 ,r)V2 L(ê) [ i  I  {hiOj) + h{e))}
(5.13)
and Y  =
IQ
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Figure 5.3: Genetic linkage data: approximation (5.11) with m =  1 0  (dashed lines) vs. 
exact posterior density (solid line).
We now apply the method of antithetic variâtes to the genetic linkage example. Based on 
three independent runs of the simulation algorithm, all with m = 10, Figure 5.3 presents 
the posterior density estimates (dashed lines) obtained by applying (5 .1 1 ), along with
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Table 5.2: Approximate posterior computations for the genetic linkage model with the 
large data set using the antithetic variâtes approach.
m c~^ Ep S p Tp
1 0 4.2318e - 2 9 0.6243 0.0014 0.0807
1 0 4.2596e - 2 9 0.6201 0.0026 0.1516
1 0 4.2425e - 2 9 0.6227 0.0025 0.1446
Table 5.3: Exact and approximate posterior computations for the genetic linkage model 
with the small data set.
m Ep Sp
1 0 0 2.5386e - 0 5 0.8178 0.0154 0.4951
1 0 0 2.6254e -0 5 0.8521 0.0116 0.3720
1 0 0 2.2332e - 0 5 0.8064 0.0164 0.5276
1 0 0 0 0 2.4074e - 0 5 0.8313 0.0013 0.0420
Exact 2.4056e - 0 5 0.8311
the true posterior density (solid line). As is evident, the antithetic variâtes approach 
provides an efficient variability reduction. In fact, the reduction in variability obtained 
by using antithetic variâtes is simply seen from a comparison of the entries of Table 5.2 
and those of Table 5.1 given previously. We see that Table 5.2 has posterior expectations, 
obtained by applying (5.12), of two decimal places of accuracy. We also see that Table 
5.2 has standard and relative errors that are less than 25% of those in Table 5.1. This 
shows that the use of antithetic approach provides additional accuracy in this case. We 
shall return to these results in Chapter 6  when we discuss control variâtes.
Next we consider the genetic linkage model with the following small sample data set: 
(14,0,1,5). Here, in step (a2) of the algorithm, we solve the non-linear equation in 
terms of the reparameterisation 0 =  log of 9. The value of 9 is then obtained by 
inversion. The reason for this is that the inversion of the signed-root in terms of 9 may 
fail when r  is either quite large or quite small. Table 5.3 lists the approximate posterior 
computations of interest based on four independent runs of the simulation algorithm, 
three with m  = 1 0 0  and one with m = 1 0 0 0 0 , and the exact computations computed 
via numerical integration. Using the entries of column 2, the posterior density estimates 
(dashed lines) obtained by applying (5.8) are presented in Figure 5.4, along with the true 
posterior (solid line). It is apparent from the plot that the process has a high sampling 
variability when m = 100, while it yields almost identical curves in Figure 5.5 when 
m = 1 0 0 0 0 .
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Figure 5.4: Genetic linkage data (small): approximation (5.8) with m  = 100 (dashed 
lines) vs. exact posterior density (solid line).
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Figure 5.5: Genetic linkage data (small): approximation (5.8) with m  = 10000 (dashed
lines) vs. exact posterior density (solid line).
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Table 5.4: Approximate posterior computations for the genetic linkage model with the 
small data set using the antithetic variâtes approach.
m c-i E, S p
50 2.4113e - 0 5 0.8493 0 . 0 1 0 0 0.3215
50 2.3994e - 0 5 0.8135 0.0149 0.4796
50 2.4041e - 0 5 0.8329 0.0108 0.3489
The third column of Table 5.3 presents the posterior expectations estimates, obtained by 
applying (5.9) when v{6) = 6. To examine its precision, the standard errors, computed 
from (5.10), are presented in column 4. The last column in Table 5.3 shows the relative 
error estimates 3sp/cr where in this case a = 0.0932. From this we observe that these 
estimates are quite large indicating that (5.9) is not sufficiently accurate when m  =  100. 
However, formula (5.9) is extremely accurate when m  =  10000.
Table 5.4 lists the approximate posterior computations for this example using the an­
tithetic variâtes approach discussed earlier. Using the entries of column 2, Figure 5.6 
presents the posterior density estimates (dashed lines) obtained by applying (5.11), along 
with the true posterior density (solid line). Figure 5.6 shows an excellent improvement 
on Figure 5.4. This is not the case, however, for posterior expectations as the standard 
and relative errors are almost the same as those in Table 5.3. We shall return to these 
results in Chapter 6  when we discuss the method of control variâtes in which case the 
reduction in sampling variability turns out to be more significant.
5.3 The multiparameter case
In this section we indicate how the theory in Section 5.2 generalizes to the multipara­
meter case, giving rise to multiparameter formulae for the posterior density function and 
posterior expectations.
As in Section 5.2, we are interested in
E,  =  E,{v{e)\Y}  =  E,
(suppressing n for ease of notation), where now 9 G To recap the notation of Section 
2.5, denote the components of 9, 9i = (0^,...,0*), the vector of the first i
components, and =  (0 * ,..., 0 *^ ), the vector of the last d — i- \- l  components.
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Figure 5.6: Genetic linkage data (small): approximation (5.11) with m =  50 (dashed 
lines) vs. exact posterior density (solid line).
Exactly as in the single parameter case, we take
/( r )  =  (27T)-''/2e-l’-IV2
to be the density of r, giving
dr'^
i=l
- W i )
n
(5.14)
where li(9) = dl{d)/dO^ and r* =  r^^i) and, for i =  1 , . . . ,  d, is defined by the inversion 
of r*. This implies that
Sp =  (2iTYi^c-^L(è)Eg{v(e)h{e)],
where c~^ is the constant of proportionality in p{0\Y) and h{S) = A(@ )/U^i — 
Furthermore, we see that, on writing v{6) = 1,
c =  {2nf/^L{ê)Eg{h{e)} (5.15)
which yields the exact expressions
p(e\Y) = [ (2 i , f ‘^ L(è)Eg{h(e)}] m m  (5.16)
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and
to the posterior density function and expectations respectively.
As in the univariate case, we develop a signed-root based algorithm to estimate the 
expectations in (5.16) and (5.17). Consider Eg{h{6)}. The algorithm is as follows.
a. Inversion Step
al. Generate ~  ^ ”(0,1).
a2 . Let d* be the solution to the equation r^(dj) =  rL Again this equation is readily 
obtained by Newton’s method i.e. using the update formula z '^ = — [r^{r*(dj) — r*}]/;^*,
where =  z' (^6i) = {/c*(di_i)}^^^ {d* -  and k^{Oi) = - d ‘^ l(6i)/ {dO'^Ÿ. This can
be initialized at z  ^ = r^-|-a^(r*)^-l-5*(r*)  ^with a* =  {z' '^^-\-z'^~)/2 and E =  (2;*+—2 ;^ “ ) / 2 —1 . 
Here z'^  ^ = and are the solutions to the equations r*(dj_i,d*) =  ±1.
Repeat steps a l and a2, sequentially for % =  1 ,... ,d, to yield 6 =  (d^ , . . .  ,0^) and then 
do that m  times to obtain the required sample.
b. Expectation Step 
Approximate Eg{h{9)} as
1 7"
As in Section 5.2, this algorithm gives exact (i.e. simulation-consistent) approximations 
to the posterior density function and expectations. Specifically, it follows from (5.16) 
and (5.17) that
- 1
p{e\Y) = \ ^ 2 J ^ L 0 ) f 2 h { e A  m m  (5.18)
and
E™=i HOj)
where 9 = (d i,. . .  ,9m) ~  g'(d). Finally, formula (5.10) for variance approximation of Êp 
holds with the definitions of the current section.
EX A M PL E  3.2. Censored regression (continued)
For the purpose of illustration of the appoximations described here we use again the 
censored failure data presented in Section 3.3. Setting A(0) oc 1/cr, we have
n /  0 o \  ^  \
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Table 5.5: Exact and approximate posterior computations for motorette data.
variâtes approach.
m Ep S p Vp
1 0 0 6.6451e -  10 2.8821 0.0118 0.3280
1 0 0 6.6442e -  10 2.9012 0.0141 0.3935
1 0 0 6.7416e -  10 2.9131 0.0139 0.3880
Exact 6.7187e — 10 2.9048 0.0007 0.0203
imate posterior computations for motorette data u
m Ep S p T p
50 6.7566e -  10 2.9103 0.0075 0.2106
50 6.7237e -  10 2.9005 0.0061 0.1703
50 6.8092e -  10 2.9044 0.0055 0.1542
where $(z) =  1 — $(z). Note that a numerical instability is caused by Mills’ ratio 
^{z)/(j){z) being a ratio of two very small numbers. For computational ease we write
p{0\Y) a  ]  17  u fE L L A jL É w )
i= l ^ ^ ^ i = m + l  \  ^  /
where (Feller, 1968)
=  { +  (5-20)
and z is a critical point specified when ^{z)/(f){z) is very close to I / 2: — 1 /;%^  +  3 /z^.
We now examine the accuracy of formula (5.19) in the case when v{0) = /3o+2^i+cr. The 
signed-root based algorithm was run three independent times, all with m = 1 0 0 , yielding 
the approximate computations in Table 5.5. The exact computations were calculated 
via the data augmentation algorithm in which m = 20000. The third column gives the 
posterior expectations of v{6) obtained from (5.19). We see that formula (5.19) shows a 
minor sampling variability when m = 100. To examine its precision, the standard errors 
are presented in column 4. Also presented are the relative error estimates 3 sp/c7 , relative 
to the posterior standard deviation, a = 0.1075. We see that these estimates are quite 
high indicating that (5.19) is not sufficiently accurate when m  = 100. As noted in the 
univariate case, if one requires more precise estimates, the algorithm should be run with 
a larger value of m.
We now apply the method of antithetic variâtes to this example. Clearly, formulae
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(5.11), (5.12) and (5.13) for the posterior density functions, expectations and variances 
hold with the definitions for the multiparameter case. Based on three independent runs 
of the simulation algorithm, all with m = 50, Table 5.6 lists the approximate posterior 
computations of interest. From this we observe that the posterior expectation estimates 
under antithetic importance sampling have one decimal place of accuracy when m  =  50. 
Also the standard and relative errors are less than 50% of those with no antithetic 
variâtes. This indicates that the method of antithetic variâtes provides a slight variability 
reduction in this example. The reduction in variability turns out to be more significant 
when we apply the method of control variâtes in Chapter 6 .
5.4 Marginal densities
In this section we exploit the final sample produced by the simulation algorithm to obtain 
numerical estimates of marginal densities of one or more parameters in multiparameter 
settings. We begin by giving a precise statement of the problem in Section 5.4.1. In 
Section 5.4.2 we consider some algorithms for the calculation of marginal densities. These 
algorithms are then illustrated with the censored regression example and it is shown 
they are only valid when the parameters are nearly independent. Marginal densities for 
dependent parameters will be carried out in Section 5.4.3.
5.4 .1  In trod u ction
Consider the marginal density p(9i \Y)  corresponding to the first i components. Fixing 
9i, it follows from the results of Section 5.3 that
p(Si\Y) = /  p{0\Y)de<-'+^ ^
= c -i I L{6)\{e)d0^'+^'>
where c is given by (5.15). The computational requirements of (5.21) are quite intensive 
as, in addition to the effort needed for obtaining a sample from g{9), it may still be 
necessary to carry out a large number of conditional maximisations using formula (5.21). 
In particular, one needs to work out, for each value oi 9{, m  conditional maximisations. 
It would therefore be useful to have an alternative approximation for which no additional 
computational effort is needed. This is done in the following section.
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5.4.2 A lgorithm s for marginal densities
In this section we consider the problem of calculating a marginal density from the final 
sample produced in multiparameter settings such that no additional computations are 
required. Prom now on, we write p{0\Y) = p{6) for notational convenience. We begin by 
noting that
which can be estimated using the m  values Oi,... ,0m from g(6) by the expression
where 6j i^ = (0 j , . . .  , 0 j), the vector of the first i components of 6j, the j-th. observed 
sample value . Furthermore, we see that, from (5.14)
which yields the approximation
^  ç : ^ ^ L ( ^ , _ „ ^ ( 0 )A (^ ,_ „ .w )
to the marginal density of the last d — i 1 components of 0. Note that c is given 
by (5.15). Note also that the approximation (5.18) of the posterior density function is 
available in the case i = 1.
Consider next the marginal density of 6i. Fixing 6i, it follows from the definition of the 
posterior density that
p(«i) = j
which may also be written as
p(0i) =  I
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since f  = 1. Furthermore, we see that, from Bayes theorem.
which yields the exact formula
for the marginal posterior density of 9i.
We now estimate p{9i)  from the sample produced by the simulation algorithm. This is 
achieved by noting that
JL 1 f Pi^k)  \  03')
where ~  g{9)- Here =  (0J.,. . . ,  0^), the vector of the last d — i + 1
components of 9^- Substituting for (5.22) in the denominator of (5.23), we finally obtain
k=l E m  7 = 1 , e }
Formula (5.24) gives a simulation-consistent estimator of the marginal density p{9i)  cor­
responding to the first i components. In fact, it follows from the derivation of (5.24) 
that the computation of the marginal posterior density p{9^) corresponding to the %-th 
component is possible, which may be achieved by noting that
p{e') = f  p(6i'|g('+^))p(g('+W )#w)
Following the same method of estimating p{9i), we see that
since f  =  1 . As usual, this result can be estimated using the m  draws
9 i , . . . , 9 m  from g{9)  by
1(7+1)'
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We can now deduce a formula for the marginal density of an individual parameter by 
simply applying (5.22) in both the numerator and the denominator. This leads to
f  \
k=l I Z-'j—1
\  g(%) /  ■
(5.25)
Formula (5.25) produces numerical estimates of marginal densities of a single parameter 
from the final sample produced in multiparameter settings. The important point here 
is that, by obtaining the final sample of interest, formula (5.25) requires no additional 
conditional maximisations for its implementation.
Taking i = 1, the marginal in the numerator of (5.25) turns out to be the entire posterior, 
and so the resulting approximation of p{0' )^ is of the form
p{e^) = c
k=l
( 7+ 1 )  >
Z^n=l
](%+!) j
9{^j, i )
f l(% )A (% )'t 
I 9{0k) /■
Furthermore, in the case when i = d the approximation (5.22) is available for the calcu­
lation of the marginal posterior of the last component of 6.
The marginal posterior density p{0^) corresponding to the z-th component can be sum­
marised as follows.
„ - i  ^  I
^ = 1  [ E -L i
E m
; = 1
-1  m
k=l
9{Gj, i) 
i+-i
f m ) x { 9 k ) ]
\  9 (h )  J
f jy(^A)A(^A:)l
I  9{^k) j
j=l
1 < i < d
i = d.
(5.26)
Having obtained a sample from g{0), formula (5.26) is straightforward for calculating the 
marginal posterior density of Although these formulae provide simulation-consistent 
estimates, it is clearly necessary to investigate their properties. The next example illus­
trates when these schemes work well, and how they can fail.
EX A M PL E  3.2. Censored regression (continued)
Having applied the simulation algorithm three independent times, all with m  = 100, to
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this data set in Section 5.3, we finally have three independent samples from g{Po  ^(3i,a). 
Thus, it is straightforward to calculate from formula (5.26) the marginal posterior density 
estimate for any parameter of interest.
For the purpose of illustration, we will examine the a marginal in the light of the known 
exact result in Section 4.2. Note that an estimate of p{a) is readily available from 
(5.22) since i = d = 3. The resulting marginal posterior density estimates, represented 
by the dashed lines in Figure 5.7 are plotted along with the estimated marginal (solid 
line) calculated via the data augmentation algorithm. As can be seen from Figure 5.7, 
formula (5.22) provides a very good approximation when m  = 100, although there is some 
sampling variability. The reduction in variability obtained by using antithetic variâtes 
approach is seen from a comparison of the curves of Figure 5.8 based on m =  50 pairs 
(r, f). It is evident from Figure 5.8 that the method of antithetic variâtes turns out to be 
more efficient. As already mentioned, we expect a more precise estimate if we increase 
the value of m. Figure 5.9 presents the resulting marginal posterior density estimates in 
which m =  500 pairs (r, r). As expected, the estimated marginal obtained from (5.22) 
provides an extremely good approximation.
Having obtained an approximation for p(cr), we next examine the P\ marginal. Note that 
an estimate of p(^i) is readily available by applying (5.25) in the case i = 2. The resulting 
Pi marginal is depicted in Figure 5.10 using only m =  10 drawings from 5 '(/3q,/3i, cr). 
Looking at the results in Figure 5.10, it is unclear what is happening. Is the irregular 
shape of the marginal due to the possibility that the algorithm has not converged and m  
is too small, or is it due to the parameters in this example being highly correlated? This 
ambiguity suggests investigating the behaviour of the marginal (5.25) for each value of k. 
We see from Figures 5.7-5.9 that the marginal in the denominator is smooth when i = 2 
i.e. d = 3. Furthermore, the density ratio p(6)lg{0) is also smooth. This suggests that 
the marginal in the numerator of (5.25) is causing this problem. Figure 5.11 presents, for 
k = 1, . . .  ,10, the marginal density estimates of interest. Again, the results of Figure 5.11 
suggest further investigation. This is achieved by fixing k and studying the behaviour of 
the marginal density of interest for each value of j.
Now setting k = 1, Figure 5.12 presents, for j  =  1, . . . ,  10, the marginal density estimates 
of Pi obtained by applying the numerator of (5.25) in the case i = 2. Examining the plots 
in Figure 5.12, we see that the marginal density estimate for each j  is only available at 
one point, when the value of pi is consistent with the values of Po and a. This highlights 
the fact that the parameters {Pq,Pi , g) in this example are highly correlated, leading to
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Figure 5.7: Censored regression data. Marginal posterior density estimates of a. Ap­
proximation (5.22) with m = 100 (dashed lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 5.8: Censored regression data. Marginal of cr. Approximation (5.22) using anti­
thetic variâtes approach with m  = 60 (dashed lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 5.9: Censored regression data. Marginal of cr. Approximation (5.22) using anti­
thetic variâtes approach with m = 500 (dashed line); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 5.10: Censored regression data. Marginal of pi obtained from (5.25) with m  = 10.
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Figure 5.11: Censored regression data. Marginals of Pi obtained from the numerator of
(5.25) for =  1, . . . ,  10.
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Figure 5.12: Censored regression data. Marginals of P\ obtained from the numerator of
(5.25) when A: =  1 and =  1, . . . ,  10.
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the irregular shape of the marginal posterior density. In fact, the correlation between Po 
and Pi is found to be —0.9981.
We now write po +  PiVi = a-\- p{vi — v), where v = J2'^i/n, so that Po = a — Pv and 
Pi = P, and hence a = Po Piv. The model can now be written as
yi ~  N { a  +  P{vi -  v),  cr).
The reason for writing the model in this form is that the approximation (5.25) is likely 
to reflect the regular shape of the marginal posterior density in the case of parameters 
(cK; P,  cr) which are less correlated.
Based on the parameter vector (f> = (a ,^ , cr), the signed-root based algorithm was im­
plemented with only m = 100 drawings, yielding a sample from g{(f)). Using this sample, 
calculating the marginal of the parameter of interest is straightforward. The dashed line 
in Figure 5.13 represents the marginal posterior density estimate of ^  obtained by 
applying (5.25) in the case i = 2. As expected, formula (5.25) does produce a smooth 
curve to the marginal in this case. Note here that the correlation between a  and p  is 
found to be 0.3165.
We now examine the accuracy of formula (5.25) by using the data augmentation al­
gorithm of Section 4.2 to obtain the exact marginal density of p. Following Wei and 
Tanner (1990), an estimate oîp{P) is readily available since
p(P\Y) = j  p{a,p,a^\Y)dada^  
-, rn r
3=1
which is a mixture of student-t distributions, each with u = n —2 degrees of freedom. 
This follows from the inverse chi-square/conditional normal factorization. The solid line 
in Figure 5.13 represents the resulting p  marginal based on m =  5000. As can be seen 
from the plot, formula (5.25) works extremely well in this case. Figure 5.14 shows that 
the antithetic variâtes approach with m =  50 provides additional accuracy.
In closing, one important practical issue we learn from this example is that the approx­
imation (5.26) to the marginal density of an individual parameter is only valid when the 
parameters are not highly correlated. It would be useful to have an approximation that 
can be used when the parameters are highly correlated. This is done in the next section.
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Figure 5.13: Censored regression data. Marginal posterior density estimates oî P = /3i. 
Approximation (5.25) with m = 100 (dashed line); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 5.14: Censored regression data. Marginal oî p  = P\. Approximation (5.25) using
antithetic variâtes approach with m = 50 (dashed line); data augmentation (solid line).
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5.4 .3  M arginal d en sities for dependen t param eters
In many applications, nearly independent parameters are not available and so the ap­
proximation (5.26) to the marginal densities would not work very well. Our aim in 
this section is to obtain numerical estimates of marginal densities when parameters are 
highly correlated. This is simply achieved by means of suitable transformations of the 
dependent parameters.
To begin with, consider the marginal density p{6i) corresponding to the first i compon­
ents. Fixing 6i, we have the following
As usual, p{9i) can be estimated using the m values ^ i , . . . ,  from g{$) by
^  ™ 5  g (4 ’«> ]%.;)■
where 9j i^ = ( 0 j , . . . ,  0 j) and 9j^  ^ = (0 j , . . . , 9j). Alternatively, transforming to 
a one-to-one transformation of for fixed 9i, we can write
where = P{9j i^,9j '^^ '^^), and p, g are the transformed densities in terms of the P^ s.
Transforming back and letting be the inversion of for
fixed 9i , we obtain the following estimate to the marginal density of 9i in terms of
J
where =  9^ ‘^ '^^\9i, and
9/3* 9/3*
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for j  =  1 , . . . ,  m and k = (z +  1 ) , . . . ,  d. Finally, from (5.14)
-  « - " - ‘’' ‘ i S S S s  . n  4 # ^ '
which gives the required approximation to the marginal density of 0 ,^ namely
c
where c is of the form (5.15). Note that, unlike formula (5.26), the computation of 
formula (5.28) does require more work since, for each d*, it is necessary to perform an 
inversion procedure for evaluating
We now consider the problem of how to choose an appropriate transformation on which 
the calculation of is based. One possibility for such a transformation is
to set
^(‘■+1) =  /3(É/j,6l(‘+'>)
Although the signed-root transformation would be a reasonable transformation, it can 
cause computational difficulties since a maximisation procedure has to be included within 
the non-linear inversion routine in order to obtain (d%, 0^ ^*+^ )), even if 6i were taken 
to be one of the observed sample values. It would therefore be useful to have an altern­
ative transformation which did not require additional maximisation.
Since the standardised parameter is equivalent to r{6) to 0 (n “ ^/^), and since it avoids 
the need to solve the non-linear inversions, we could use this as our transformation and 
define
Alternatively, it follows from the first-order normal approximation that
for fixed where is the submatrix of J  corresponding to This suggests
that the simple transformation { _  0 (*+ )^(0 j)} will be sufficient. Since 
j(*+i) does not involve we can take the transformation to be
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from which we obtain
for j  =  1 , . . . ,  m. One final point is that the product term in (5.28) is equal to one in 
this case which yields the approximation
^  E ____________________________   (,29)
for the marginal density of 6i. The important point here is that, by setting 9i to be one of 
the values obtained via the simulation algorithm, no additional maximisation procedure 
is needed in order to obtain (0j, and so the implementation of formula (5.29)
is straightforward.
EX A M PL E  3.2. Censored regression (continued)
As an illustration of the approximation (5.29) we use the three independent samples 
(m =  100) obtained in Section 5.3 and examine the Pq marginal. Setting to be each of 
the observed sample values, an estimate of p {Pq) is readily obtained by applying (5.29) 
in the case z =  1. The resulting /?o marginal estimates (dashed lines) are depicted in 
Figure 5.15. Although the parameters (/8 o,^i, cr) in this example are highly correlated, 
we see from Figure 5.15 that formula (5.29) solves the problem of parameter dependence 
by giving a reasonably smooth curve for the marginal. We also see from Figure 5.15 the 
irregular shape in the tails. This is due to the fact that there are few observed sample 
values in the tails and so it may be necessary to look at some additional Pq values in 
the tails and perform some additional conditional maximisation in order to produce an 
overall smooth curve, which has been done in Figure 5.16.
We now examine the accuracy of formula (5.29) in the light of the data augmentation 
estimate. Following Wei and Tanner (1990), we approximate
p (Pq\Y) = j  p{pQ,Pi,a‘^ \Y)dPida^
by
i  E ( * | « j  -  •
The solid lines in Figures 5.15 and 5.16 represent the resulting Pq marginal based on 
m = 5000. We see that the new approach represented by formula (5.29) shows some 
minor sampling variability when m = 100. This is also the case for the estimates in 
Figure 5.17 obtained by applying the method of antithetic variâtes in which m  = 50.
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Figure 5.15: Censored regression data. Marginal posterior density estimates of y0o- 
proximation (5.29) with m = 100 (dashed lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 5.16: Censored regression data. Marginal of Approximation (5.29) with
m  = 100 (dashed lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 5.17: Censored regression data. Marginal of Pq. Approximation (5.29) using 
antithetic variâtes approach with m =  50 (dashed lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 5.18: Censored regression data. Marginal of Pq (normalised). Approximation
(5.29) with m =  100 (dashed lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 5.19: Censored regression data. Marginal of (normalised). Approximation
(5.29) using antithetic variâtes approach with m = 60 (dashed lines); data augmentation 
(solid line).
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Figure 5.20: Censored regression data. Marginal of ^ q. Approximation (5.29) using
antithetic variâtes approach with m  = 500 (dashed line); data augmentation (solid line).
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An even greater decrease in sampling variability is seen from a comparison between the 
marginal estimates in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 and their normalised versions presented 
in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19 respectively. Finally, Figure 5.20 indicates that formula
(5.29) provides an extremely good approximation when m  =  500 pairs (r, r).
5.5 Concluding Remarks
The approximations described in this chapter are most useful for numerically evaluating 
and/or plotting various posterior quantities of interest, including univariate posterior 
density function, posterior moments and marginal posterior densities. The key is that, 
by obtaining an approximate sample from p{0\Y) via the simulation algorithm, the com­
putation of these approximations is straightforward. The examples presented in this 
chapter are intended to illustrate the potential of the approximations given here and 
to show the sampling variability of these approximations when the value of m  is small. 
We shall return to these examples in Chapter 6  when we discuss the method of control 
variâtes where we shall make a proper comparison of sampling variability between the 
alternative competing formulae.
One important practical issue concerning (5.29) requires further investigation. At 
present, this approximation for marginal densities appears to be only available for the 
first i components of 6. This is also the case with the approximations that exist in the lit­
erature, such as DiCiccio et al. (1990), Tierney and Kadane (1986) and Sweeting (1996). 
More investigation is required in order to obtain the marginal of the %-th component of 
6, as for the approximation (5.26) which, as shown, is only valid for nearly independent 
parameters.
—  6
Control variâtes based on signed roots
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we consider control variâtes based on signed roots in conjunction with 
importance sampling for estimating univariate posterior distribution functions, posterior 
density functions, posterior moments and marginal posterior densities. In Section 6.2 
the theory is considered in the case of a single real parameter. In Section 6.3 the results 
are generalized to the multiparameter case. Section 6.4 applies this to the calculation 
of marginal posterior densities and Section 6.5 presents some concluding remarks. Some 
illustrative examples are given.
6.2 The univariate case
Let 0 be a scalar parameter with posterior density pn{0\Y). In this section we use 
control variâtes to derive approximations for posterior distribution functions, density 
functions and moments. In Section 6.3 we show how these approximations generalize to 
the multiparameter case.
Let v{6) be a real valued function of 9. Suppressing n in the notation from now on, the 
posterior expectation of v{6) is
Ej, = E{v(6)\Y} = j  v(0)p(e\Y)de. (6.1)
The use of control variâtes requires that there be a closely related integral whose value 
is known. As an example of this, suppose that we have a function t such that /  t{B)d9 is 
known. For a single 9 generated from g we estimate (6.1) by
u ( % ( ^ |y ) - ( ( ^ )/ t(^9)d9 +
That is, rather than using the importance sampler g to estimate the integral of
100
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v{6)p{6\Y)., we use g to estimate the integral of {v{6)p{9\Y) — This has variance
With a good choice of t this will be much smaller than (5.2) given in Chapter 5. A
similar idea is proposed by Evans and Swartz (1995a), who use a first-order normal 
approximation to the posterior times a Laplace approximation as a control variate.
Alternatively, formula (2.15) for a posterior expectation can also be used as an effective 
control variate. To motivate this, note from the derivation of Section 2.4 that we can 
write (6 .1 ) as
c-H2ir/JŸ^^v{ê)L{ê)X{ê) j  q*{r)4,{r)dr (6 .2 )
where c~^ is the constant of proportionality in p(^|T), q*{r) = {v{9) jv(9)}q{r)., q{r) =  
{—J^/ ‘^ rl l '(9)}{\{9)l\{9)}  and 9 = 9{r) is the inverse of the signed root transformation 
r  =  r(^). For control variâtes, we break the integral in (6.2) into two parts,
j  t*{r)(f){r)drJ {q*{r) — t*{r)}(f){r)dr,
which we integrate separately, the first analytically and the second by Monte Carlo 
importance sampling. Thus t* must be a sufficiently simple function to integrate the­
oretically. Noting that q and hence q* are of the form (2.5), a sensible choice for t* is 
1 -f- <3*r -f- where a* and b* are suitable coefficients of r and r^. This leads to the 
expression
s* +  y*{9 *(r) -  1  — a*r — b*r‘^}4>(r)dr, 
where /{ I  +  a*r -t- 6 *r^}^(r)dr =  1 -|- 5* =  s*, and so
Ep =  c-^(27r/J)^/^u((9)L(^)A(^)s* { 1  +
where C* = J{q*{r) — 1 — a*r — b*r‘^}(j){r)dr. Setting v(9) =  1 we see that
c =  (27T/J)^/^L(^)A(^)s {1 d- c /g }
where s =  1 -f- 6  and C = f  {q{r) — 1 — ar — 6 r^}^(r)dr, with a and b suitable coefficients 
of r  and r^. Thus {1 -f C/s}  can be regarded as a correction term to the asymptotic 
approximation (2.12) given in Chapter 2. From this, exact expressions can be obtained 
for the posterior density and posterior expectations, namely
p(e\Y) =  [(2irlJfl'^L(è)\(è)s { 1  +  C /s}l L(e)\(6)  (6.3)
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and
respectively. Notice also that formula (6.4) exhibits the posterior expectation of v{6) as 
approximation (2.15) multiplied by a correction term.
We now consider the problem of estimating C and C* via Monte Carlo importance 
sampling. Consider first G. Since {g(l) -  ç ( - l ) } / 2  and (g(l) +  ç ( - l)} /2  -  1 are 
asymptotically equivalent to the coefficients of r  and in the expansion g, they may be 
taken as sensible choices for a and b respectively. Since r{9^) =  ± 1 , substituting for q 
we obtain a = — a “ }s and 6  =  s — 1 , where and s are given in Section 2.4.
Furthermore, C in terms of 9 is equivalent to
where g{9) is of the form (5.3). Thus, having obtained ^ i , . . . ,  from g{9) via the sim­
ulation algorithm presented in Chapter 5, the approximate computation of C is straight­
forward. That is.
0=
Similarly, we see that
1  -
AW
and hence
where
and
6 * =  5  {?•{!) +  ?*(-!)}  -  1  =  (   ^U  -  1 .4 [ v{9) J
Substituting these estimators for C and C* in (6.3) and (6.4), we obtain
p(6\Y) =  [(27t/J)i/2 i(ê)A W s{l +  C/s}] L(d)\ie) (6.5)
and
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the required approximations to the posterior density functions and expectations respect­
ively. To examine the precision of (6 .6 ), we obtain an approximation for its variance as 
follows. First note that
" 1 +  C*/s^
1 C /  s
This result is obtained in a straightforward way by binomial series expansion up to the 
first order. From this, an approximation for the variance of (6 .6 ) is
v a r(^ )  =  j u ( ^ ) ^  j  var |c * /s*  — C / s | . (6.7)
We end this section by deriving an approximate expression for the distribution function 
F{r). Since /  given in (2.4) is the density of F  we have
F{r) = [  q(x)(f){x)dx
J —oo
where k~^ is the constant of proportionality in / .  As is the case with the integral in 
(6 .2 ), we break the integral above into two parts,
/r nrt(x](f){x)dx + / [q{x) -  t(x)](f){x)dx,
-oo J —oo
and set t{x) = 1 + ax bx"^  to obtain
F{r) = j ( l  -t- 6 )0 (r) -  (f>{r)(a -f 6 r) d- J  {q{x) — 1 -  ax — bx‘^ }(l){x)dx^
since ax bx^}^{x)dx =  (1 d- 6)0(r) — (j)(r){a d- br) {c.f. Sweeting, 1995a). By
taking r = oo we see that k = s C and so, if Cr =  /^(^{qi^} — 1 — ax — bx‘^ }(f){x)dx, 
then
F{r) =  {s d- C}~^ {(1 d- 5)$(r) -  (j)(r)(a d- br) d- Or}
provides an exact expression for the posterior distribution function of r. As is the case 
with C and C*, we apply Monte Carlo importance sampling for estimating Cr. That is, 
Cr can be estimated using the m  values . . . ,  from g[6] by the expression
3 =
where
— 1 — arj — brj
= { 0 e t
and so an exact (i.e. simulation-consistent) computation of the posterior distribution 
function is immediate, that is
F{r) =  {s d- C}~^ j^(l d- 5)0(r) -  (/){r)(a d- 5r) d- . (6.8)
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Table 6 .1 : Approximate posterior computations for the genetic linkage model with the 
large data set.
m Proportionality Posterior Standard Relative
constant c~^ expectation Ep error Sp error rp
2 0 4.2422e -  29 0.6229 0.00023 0.0135
2 0 4.2414e -  29 0.6228 0 . 0 0 0 2 2 0.0127
2 0 4.2392e -  29 0.6224 0 . 0 0 0 2 2 0.0128
5000 4.2414e -  29 0.6228 1.6e -  05 0.0009
EX A M PL E  3.1. Genetic Linkage (continued)
For the purpose of comparison of the results of the approximations described here with 
those obtained in Chapter 5, we use again the large data set for the genetic linkage model. 
Running the simulation algorithm presented in Chapter 5 four independent times, three 
with m =  20 and one with m  = 5000, yields the results in Table 6.1. Using the entries 
of column 2 , Figure 6.1 presents the posterior density estimates (dashed lines) obtained 
by applying (6.5), along with the exact posterior density (solid line). These plots, which 
should be compared with those in Figure 5.1, clearly indicate that the reduction in 
sampling variability is much greater using the method of control variâtes. Figure 6.2 
presents the resulting posterior density estimates based on m =  5000. As is evident, the 
true posterior and the estimated posterior are almost identical.
The entries in column 3 of Table 6.1 are the estimates of the posterior expectation of 
v{0) = 6 obtained by applying formula (6 .6 ). These estimates, which should be compared 
with those for formula (5.9) in Table 5.1, indicate a significant reduction in sampling 
variability. In particular, we see that Table 6.1 has posterior expectation estimates of 
three decimal places of accuracy when m = 20. We also see that Table 6.1 has standard 
and relative errors that are less than 2.3% of those in Table 5.1.
We now examine the accuracy of formula (6 .8 ) for posterior distribution functions. Fig­
ure 6.3 shows the posterior distribution estimates of 9 for this example. In particular, the 
asymptotic approximation (short dash line) obtained by applying (2.7) is plotted along 
with the true posterior distribution (solid line) calculated via numerical integration and 
the estimated distribution (long dash line) obtained by applying (6 .8 ) when m  =  2 0 . 
The dotted line represents the estimated distribution obtained via Monte Carlo import­
ance sampling also with m =  20. There is a slight discrepancy between the importance 
sampling and the other approximations. However, the asymptotic formula (2.7), for­
mula (6 .8 ) and the numerically integrated distribution are almost identical. Note that.
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Figure 6.1: Genetic linkage data: approximation (6.5) with m =  2 0  (dashed lines) vs. 
exact posterior density (solid line).
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Figure 6.2: Genetic linkage data: approximation (6.5) with m  = 5000 (dashed lines) vs.
exact posterior density (solid line).
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Figure 6.3: Genetic linkage data: formula (6 .8 ) (long dash) and importance sampling 
(dotted) both with m = 2 0 ; asymptotic formula (short dash); exact (solid).
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Figure 6.4: Genetic linkage data: approximation (6.8) with m  = 5000 (dashed line);
importance sampling (dotted line); exact (solid line).
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although there is no gain here over an asymptotic approximation, the use of control 
variâtes along with standard errors provides a justification for the using the asymptotic 
approximation. For a more precise importance sampling estimate, Figure 6.4 presents 
the resulting posterior distribution estimates based on m =  5000. As is evident, all 
estimates are almost identical.
As is the case with the importance sampling approximations in Chapter 5, it is natural 
here to apply the method of antithetic variâtes to our problem of estimating (6.5), (6 .6 ), 
(6.7) and (6 .8 ) as adequate answers may be obtained with a smaller computational effort. 
Suppose that 0 i , . . . ,  ^^ ~  g{6) based on r  and 9 i , . .. ,6m ~  g{6) based on f  =  - r .  It 
has already been noted that, since r  and f  are perfectly negatively correlated, we would 
expect 6{r) and 6{r) to be negatively correlated. Then, from (6.5), (6 .6 ) and (6.7), the 
estimators of the posterior density functions, expectations and variances under antithetic 
control variâtes are
1 - 1
i;(^)A(^) (6.9)p{e\Y) =
and
respectively, where
Furthermore, it follows from (6 .8 ) that an approximation to the distribution functions 
under antithetic control variâtes is
H r )  =  {3 +  \ ( C  +  ( 5 ) } - i  | ( 1  +  -  , ^ ( r ) ( a  +  br) +  ^(Cr +  d ) |  ( 6 . 1 2 )
where
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Table 6.2: Approximate posterior computations for the genetic linkage model with the 
large data set using the antithetic variâtes approach.
m Ep Sp rp
1 0 4.241433e - 2 9 0.62280 6.9e - 0 5 0.00399
1 0 4.241428e - 2 9 0.62281 9.3e - 0 5 0.00542
1 0 4.241418e - 2 9 0.62284 7.5e -0 5 0.00436
We now apply this method to the genetic linkage example. Table 6.2 lists the approxim­
ate posterior computations of interest based on three independent runs of the simulation 
algorithm, all with m = 10 pairs (r, f). Using the entries of column 2, the posterior dens­
ity estimates (dashed lines) obtained by applying (6.9) are presented in Figure 6.5, along 
with the true posterior density (solid line). These graphs, which should be compared 
with those in Figure 5.3, provide a slight improvement in variability reduction. This is 
due to the fact that formula (5.11) for the posterior density function under antithetic 
importance sampling is good enough in this case. The reduction in variability obtained 
by using antithetic control variâtes is simply seen from a comparison of the entries of 
Table 6.2 and those of Table 5.2. We see that Table 6.2 has posterior expectations, 
obtained by applying (6.10), of four decimal places of accuracy. We also see that Table 
6.2 has standard and relative errors that are are less than 5% of those in Table 5.2.
Figure 6 . 6  presents the posterior distribution estimate (dashed line) obtained by applying 
(6 .1 2 ) when m = 1 0 , along with the true posterior distribution (solid line) and the 
estimated distribution (dotted line) calculated via antithetic importance sampling also 
with m =  10. In comparison with Figure 6.3, Figure 6 . 6  provides additional accuracy for 
importance sampling but still indicates that the use of control variâtes is more efficient 
in this case.
We now illustrate the approximations of interest with the small sample data set for 
the genetic linkage model. The simulation algorithm was run four independent times, 
three with m = 100 and one with m = 10000, resulting in the values in Table 6.3. 
Based on column 2, the posterior density estimates (dashed lines) obtained by applying 
(6.5) are presented in Figure 6.7, along with the exact posterior density (solid line). In 
comparison with Figure 5.4, the decrease in sampling variability achieved by (6.5) is 
clearly apparent. Formula (6.5) is hardly distinguishable from the exact in Figure 6 . 8  in 
the case m = 1 0 0 0 0 .
The third column of Table 6.3 presents the posterior expectation estimates obtained by
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Figure 6.5: Genetic linkage data: approximation (6.9) with m = 10 (dashed lines) vs. 
exact posterior density (solid line).
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Figure 6.6: Genetic linkage data: approximation (6.12) (dashed line) and antithetic
importance sampling (dotted line) both with m  =  10; exact (solid line).
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Figure 6.7: Genetic linkage data (small): approximation (6.5) with m = 100 (dashed 
lines) vs. exact posterior density (solid line).
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Figure 6.8: Genetic linkage data (small): approximation (6.5) with m  = 10000 (dashed
lines) vs. exact posterior density (solid line).
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Table 6.3: Approximate posterior computations for the genetic linkage model with the 
small data set.
m c~^ Ep S p Tp
1 0 0 2.3825e - 0 5 0.8334 0.00476 0.1532
1 0 0 2.4006e - 0 5 0.8316 0.00405 0.1302
1 0 0 2.4226e - 0 5 0.8292 0.00445 0.1433
1 0 0 0 0 2.4044e - 0 5 0.8312 0.00044 0.0142
Table 6.4: Approximate posterior computations for the genetic linkage model with the 
small data set using the antithetic variâtes approach.
m c ~ ^ Ep S p
50 2.4060e - 0 5 0.8318 0.00372 0.1196
50 2.4057e - 0 5 0.8334 0.00246 0.0793
50 2.4048e - 0 5 0.8306 0.00303 0.0973
applying (6 .6 ) when v{0) =  0. These results, when compared to those in Table 5.3, show 
a significant variability reduction. This variability reduction is seen from the standard 
and relative error estimates which are less by 34%. Figure 6.9 presents the posterior 
distribution estimate (long dash line) obtained by applying (6 .8 ) when m = 1 0 0 , along 
with the true posterior distribution (solid line) and the asymptotic approximation (2.7) 
(short dash line). The dotted line is the straight Monte Carlo importance sampling 
estimate also with m = 100. The accuracy of control variâtes and its superiority over 
asymptotic approximation are clearly apparent here. The inaccuracy of Monte Carlo 
importance sampling disappears in the case when m = 10000, as shown in Figure 6.10.
We now apply the method of antithetic variâtes to this data set. Based on three inde­
pendent runs of the simulation algorithm, all with m =  50 pairs (r, f). Table 6.4 lists the 
approximate posterior computations of interest. Using the entries of column 2, Figure 
6.11 presents the posterior density estimates (dashed lines) obtained by applying (6.9), 
along with the true posterior density (solid line). Figure 6.11 shows a slight improvement 
on Figure 5.6 as formula (5.11) is good enough in this case. The improvement is seen 
from a comparison of the entries of Table 6.4 and those of Table 5.4. We see that Table 
6.4 has posterior expectations, obtained by applying (6.10), of two decimal places of 
accuracy. We also see that Table 6.4 has standard and relative errors that are less than 
34% of those in Table 5.4. Thus the use of antithetic control variâtes provides additional 
accuracy in this case.
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Figure 6.9: Genetic linkage data (small): formula (6 .8 ) (long dash) and importance 
sampling (dotted) both with m  =  1 0 0 ; asymptotic formula (short dash); exact (solid).
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Figure 6.10: Genetic linkage data (small): approximation (6.8) (dashed line) and im­
portance sampling (dotted line) both with m =  10000 ; exact (solid line).
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Figure 6.11: Genetic linkage data (small): approximation (6.9) with m =  50 (dashed 
lines) vs. exact posterior density (solid line).
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Figure 6.12: Genetic linkage data (small): approximation (6.12) (dashed line) and anti­
thetic importance sampling (dotted line) both with m  = 50; exact (solid line).
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Finally, we examine the accuracy of the distribution function estimates. Figure 6.12 
presents the posterior distribution estimate (dashed line) obtained by applying (6 .1 2 ) 
when m = 50, along with the true posterior distribution (solid line) and the estimated 
distribution (dotted line) calculated via antithetic importance sampling when m =  50.
6.3 The multiparameter case
In this section we consider the multivariate generalization of the results of Section 6.2. 
Suppressing the dependence on n for notational convenience, we have the posterior ex­
pectation
Ep = E{v(0)\Y} =  J  v(0)p(e\Y)de
where now 6 E As in Section 6.2, Ep, in terms of r, takes the form
Ep =  c-^(2'Kf^\J\-^l^v(0)L(0)\(0) f  P [q ” {n)4,(r)dr (6.13)
Z= 1
where is the constant of proportionality in p(0 |y ) and ç*Xn) =  {v(6)lv[B)}q^(ri) 
where regarded as a function of r* for fixed n - i ,  is of the form (2.5). Exactly as in 
the single parameter case, we break the integral in (6.13) into two parts,
f  Y[e*\ri)(f){r)dr
i=l Lz=l z=l J
where we integrate the first integral analytically and the second by Monte Carlo import­
ance sampling. Noting that g** is of the form (2.5) when considered as a function of r* 
for fixed n _ i, we define
n  e'X n) =  1  +  è  o-'ri +  ^  +  E  É
i—1 i=l z=l z=l k=i+l
where a** =  o**(r%_i) and 6 ** =  the suitable coefficients of r* and (r*)^.
Thus the integral of interest is of the form
d
l + Y ^ V '  + C',
where
/ ( d d d d—1 dI n  -  Y ,  + Y ' E  \  4’{r)dr.
li= l i=l i=l i=l k=i+l J
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This implies that
Ep =  J|-i/2„(ê)L(ê)A(ê) | l  +  d C * ^  ’
where t*^  = 1 + db*^{0). Furthermore, we see that, on writing v{6) = 1,
c =  d-^ (2 7 i f / ^ \J \ - ^ / ^L {ê ) \ (ê )Y t ‘ j l  +  dC , (6.14)
i=l I ' i=\ ]
where f  =  l +  d6*(0 ),
/ ( d d d d—1 d 'I
1 n ~  1  “  ^  ^  ^  > (j){r)dr
li= l z=l z=l i=l k=i+l J
and a* =  a*(ri_i) and 6 * =  6 *(ri_i) are suitable coefficients of r* and (r*)^. As in the 
single parameter case, the quantity in parenthesis in (6.14) is a correction term to the 
asymptotic approximation (3.21) given in Chapter 3. This yields the exact expressions
- 1
p (^ in  =
and
i=l \ ' i=l
L(0)A(0) (6.15)
,,i I 1 + dC* / t ”
Ep = v ( ê ) ^ 0 ^ \ ---------- ^7 — ------  ^ (6.16)
^•■=1 * [ i  + d c j T . U t '
for the posterior density functions and expectations respectively. As is the case with 
(6.4), formula (6.16) exhibits the posterior expectations of v(9) as approximation (3.22) 
multiplied by a correction term.
As in Section 6 .2 , we estimate C and C* by Monte Carlo importance sampling. Con­
sider first C. It follows from the expansion of q* that {q^{Vdei) — q%—\/de%)}/2 and 
{q^{y/dei) +  q*(—\/dei) } / 2  — 1 /d  are sensible choices for a* and U respectively, where 
6 i = (0, • • • ,0,1) G TV. Note that Of — {Oi-1 , 6 '^ )^, where are the solutions to the 
equations r*(di_i,d*) =  ±1. Then, from (2.24), we have a* =  { a f  -  a j } f l y / d  and 
=  ( f  — l)/d , where , cuf and f  are given in Section 3.4.1. Furthermore, C in terms 
of 6 becomes
P ( d j / p, \ d d d—1 d 1
/  -  5 - ' - '  -
where Vi{9) = A(0 )|j^*'^^)(d)|“ /^  ^ and is the submatrix of j  corresponding to 
(setting |j((^+^)(d)| =  1). Thus, using the m  values 6 i , . . . , 6 m from g(6 ) produced by the
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simulation algorithm in the multiparameter setting, C  can be estimated by the expression
. m  (  d i fû  \ d d d -1  d 'j
3 =
where 6j i^ =  (0 j , . . .  ,dp , the vector of the first i components of 6j, the j- ih  observed 
sample value. Similarly, C* can be estimated by C*, namely
Tfi (  d f/\ \ / n \ d d d—1
where _  é r atv{et)-aTv{OT) } and 6 *’ =  3  {_  1 r a tr(6+)+ar^(^r). - i } .v{6) J “ f  v{6)
Substituting the estimators for C and C* in (6.15) and (6.16), exact (i.e. simulation- 
consistent) computations of the posterior density functions and expectations are imme­
diate, namely
- 1
# | y )  =
i= l i= l
L(e)\{e) (6.17)
and
Èp = v ( è ) ^ ÿ ^
i +  d c y E t i i "  
i + dc/  E t i * '
(6.18)
respectively. Finally, formula (6.7) for the variance approximation of Ep holds with the 
definitions of the current section, namely
2 r . r! . r! \
var(Êp) =  < u(d)
E t i < ’
d^var I &  Y * ” - C / y » '  ) .
1= 1 Z= 1
EX A M PL E  3.2. Censored regression (continued)
For the purpose of comparison with the results obtained in Chapter 5, we use again the 
censored failure data to examine the accuracy of the appoximations described in this 
section. Having applied the simulation algorithm three independent times, all with m = 
100, to the data set in Section 5.3, we have three independent samples from g{^Q,^i,G) 
which yield the approximate posterior computations in Table 6.5. The entries of column 
3 represent the posterior expectations of v{6) = + 2pi -|- a obtained by applying
(6.18). These results, which should be compared with those for formula (5.19) in Table 
5.5, indicate that formula (6.18) shows a reduction in the sampling variability. This 
improvement can also be seen from the standard and relative error estimates which.
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Table 6.5: Approximate posterior computations for motorette data.
m Ep Sp rp
1 0 0 6.7241e - 1 0 2.9024 0.00335 0.0934
1 0 0 6.7114e - 1 0 2.9079 0.00425 0.1185
1 0 0 6.6938e —1 0 2.9047 0.00420 0.1170
Table 6 .6 : Approximate posterior computations for motorette data using the antithetic 
variâtes approach.
m c~^ Ep Sp Tp
50 6.7306e - 1 0 2.9042 0.0023 0.0635
50 6.6896e - 1 0 2.9043 0.0029 0.0751
50 6.7555e - 1 0 2.9027 0 . 0 0 1 1 0.0311
when compared to those for importance sampling in Table 5.5, are less by 34%. This 
indicates that (6.18) is slightly superior to the importance sampling approximation in 
this case.
We now apply the method of antithetic variâtes to our control variâtes approach. Clearly, 
formulae (6.9), (6.10) and (6.11) for the posterior density functions, expectations and 
variances hold with the definitions for the multiparameter case. Based on the three 
independent samples {m = 50 pairs (r, f)) obtained in Section 5.3, Table 6 . 6  lists the 
approximate posterior computations of interest. This table, which should be compared 
with Table 5.6, has posterior expectation estimates of two decimal places of accuracy 
when m = 100. Also the standard and relative errors are less than 50% of those with 
antithetic importance sampling.
6.4 Marginal densities
In this section we consider the problem of calculating a marginal posterior density using 
control variâtes. Setting p(^|y) = p{0)  for notational convenience, consider the marginal 
density p{Oi) corresponding to the first i components. Fixing Oi, it follows from the 
results of Section 6.3 that
pidi) =  /
I= c
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r d
=  c~ \2 n )< - ‘^ - ‘y ^ L ( $ i ) u i ( 0 i )  /  %% (6 .1 9 )
k= i+ l
where c is given by (6.14). As usual, we split the integral in (6.19) into two parts,
f  n  + [  I Yl -  n  j
k= i+ l VA:=i+l k= i+ \ J
and we set
J J  e^ (^ A:) =  l +  ^  ^  h^(r^Ÿ + ^  ^  a!^a^r^r\
k= i+ \ k= i+ l k= i+ l k=i-\-l s= k+ l
This yields the expression
d
14- y  t^ +c
k= i+ l
to the integral of interest, where C has the form
/(  n «*'(’■*:)-1- y  y  b'=(/)^  - y  y  aVrV|,/.(r(’+l))*(‘+'),L/;=*-{-1 k= i+ l k=i-\-l A:=i-t-l s=A:+l J
From this, an exact expression can be obtained for the marginal posterior density of Oi, 
namely
p (% ) =  c - \2 7 r ) (" - ' ) /^ Z ,(% )^ ,'(% )( l  4- y  6") j l 4 - C / ( l 4 -  y  5 * ^ )1 . (6 .2 0 )
k=i-\-l I k= i+ l J
Notice here that formula (6.20) exhibits the marginal posterior density of $i as the 
asymptotic approximation (2.34) multiplied by a correction term.
We now consider the problem of calculating C via Monte Carlo importance sampling. 
First note that we can write 
d
(7 =  /  J J  9  ^(y'A ) ( ^ ( r ) d r -
k=i+l
/  jl4- y  aV-k y  b'‘(r’‘f+  Y  y  a*aV* r^4 ÿ(r(*+^ ) )*(•+!).
\ A:=î+ 1  k=i-\-l k=i+l s=A:+l J
To compute the first integral, we transform back to obtain
which can be estimated using the m  values Oi,... ,0m from g{0) by the expression
1  1  "  Z,(%,g(.'+^))A(gi,g('+'))
(2 x)(‘'-i)/2 L(0 i)i/i(«i) m ^
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where g{0^^^^^\6 i)  is of the form (5.27). Furthermore, the second integral in C  can simply 
be estimated using the m values r i , . . . , r m  from <p{r) by
.. m  (  d d d—1 d 'j
1 + y  y  +  y  y  •
j = l  L k= i+ l k= i+ l k= i+ l s= fc+ l )
From this, the estimator (7 of (7 is now available and so
p(0i)=c-\2^Ÿ‘-y/^L(ei)ui{0i)(l+ Y 6") 11+  0 / ( 1 +  y  i*)} (6.21)
k= i+ l L k=i-\-l J
gives a simulation-consistent estimator of the marginal posterior density p{6i)  corres­
ponding to the first i components. As is the case with the marginals in Chapter 5, 
the important point here is that, by setting 6{ to be one of the observed sample values 
obtained via the simulation algorithm in multiparameter settings, no additional compu­
tational effort is needed in order to obtain (7 and so the implementation of formula (6 .2 1 ) 
is straightforward.
EXAM PLE 3.2. Censored regression (continued)
As an illustration of the approximation (6 .2 1 ) and for the purpose of comparison with 
the approximation (5.29) we examine the marginal. Setting /?o to be each of the 
observed sample values (m =  100) obtained from the data set in Section 5.3, an estimate 
oîp{I3q) is readily obtained by applying (6.21) in the case i = 1. The resulting marginal 
estimates, represented by the dashed lines in Figure 6.13 are plotted along with the 
estimated marginal (solid line) calculated via the data augmentation algorithm. These 
graphs, which should be compared with those of Figure 5.15, show a decrease in sampling 
variability when m  = 100. The discrepancy in the tails arises because there are few 
observed sample values. It may be necessary to perform some additional conditional 
maximisation in order to produce an overall smooth curve, which has been done in 
Figure 6.14.
Figure 6.15 presents the resulting marginal estimates obtained by applying the method 
of antithetic variâtes with m =  50 pairs (r, f). The additional decrease in sampling 
variability achieved by antithetic control variâtes is very small in this case. A greater 
decrease in sampling variability is seen from a comparison between the marginal estimates 
in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 and their normalised versions presented in Figure 6.16 
and Figure 6.17 respectively. For an extremely good approximation. Figure 6.18 presents 
the resulting estimates in which m  = 500 pairs (r, f  ).
In closing, we note that a modified version of these censored failure data was examined in 
which the sample was reduced by a factor of 2 (7 uncensored units and 13 censored units).
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Figure 6.13: Censored regression data. Marginal posterior density estimates of /?o- Ap­
proximation (6 .2 1 ) with m = 1 0 0  (dashed lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 6.14: Censored regression data. Marginal of Approximation (6.21) with
m  = 100 (dashed lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 6.15: Censored regression data. Marginal of /3q. Approximation (6 .2 1 ) using 
antithetic variâtes with m = 60 (dashed lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 6.16: Censored regression data. Marginal of (normalised). Approximation
(6.21) with m =  100 (dashed lines); data augmentation (solid line).
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Figure 6.17: Censored regression data. Marginal of Po (normalised). Approximation 
(6.21) using antithetic variâtes with m =  50 (dashed lines); data augmentation (solid 
line).
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Figure 6.18: Censored regression data. Marginal of (3q. Approximation (6.21) using
antithetic variâtes with m  = 500 (dashed line); data augmentation (solid line).
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In this case, the decrease in sampling variability achieved by applying the approximations 
described in this chapter was slightly superior to those described in Chapter 5 when the 
value of m  was small.
EX A M PL E  6.1. Censored regression (continued): Quadratic model
For a more challenging problem, we consider again the 40 censored failure data (17
censored units and 23 uncensored units) presented in Table 3.3 and fit the model
2/i =  A  +  2 =  1, . . . ,  40
where yi = logio(àh failure time), Vi = 1000/(temperature +  273.2) and e* ~  ]V(0,1). 
Exactly as in Section 3.3, the log-likelihood function has the form
- m l o g e r - ( ^ ’ ~  ~  ~  ^  l o g  j
from which we find that 6 = (;do,Â;)^2 ,d) =  (51.0997, —48.5536,12.2013,0.2440) and
J  =
(  434.2869 937.2001 2026.5565 -196.5294 ^
937.2000 2026.5549 4390.7982 -424.6707
2026.5547 4390.7943 9531.7621 -920.2013
V -196.5273 -424.6655 -920.1849 622.7620 )
Let u be the function defined in (5.20). Setting \{B) oc 1/cr, we have
p(g| y) oe er-("'+i) TT <6 ( IT ^ / q ~ A  ~ ~ M ' ^
i= l  \  ^ i = m + l  V /
We now examine the accuracy of the approximations described in Chapter 5 and make 
a comparison in sampling variability between the alternative competing approximations 
given here. The signed-root based algorithm was run three independent times, all with 
m =  1 0 0 , yielding the approximate posterior computations for importance sampling in 
Table 6.7. Table 6 . 8  lists the corresponding computations for control variâtes. The 
simulation algorithm was also run with m  =  5000 and the resulting approximations were 
taken throughout as the exact values.
The results in column 3 of Table 6 . 8  represent the posterior expectations of v{9) — 
;0o +  2/3i +  4 /? 2  +  cr obtained by applying (6.18). These results, which should be compared 
with those for formula (5.19) in Table 6.7, show a slight reduction in sampling variability. 
To assess the extent of this improvement, the last column in Table 6 . 8  lists the relative 
error estimates 3sp/a, relative to the posterior standard deviation, a = 0.14285. We 
see that these estimates are a little smaller than for importance sampling in Table 6.7, 
indicating that the use of control variâtes leads to a slight improvement in this case.
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Table 6.7: Approximate posterior computations for motorette data using the importance 
sampling approach.
m Bp S p r p
1 0 0 1.3779e - 1 2 3.1977 0.0432 0.9078
1 0 0 1.4891e - 1 2 3.1596 0.0310 0.6511
1 0 0 1.5480e - 1 2 3.1139 0.0219 0.4591
Table 6 .8 : Approximate posterior computations for motorette data using the control 
variâtes approach.
m c~^ Ep S p rp
1 0 0 1.3941e -  12 3.1724 0.0355 0.7464
1 0 0 1.4657e -  12 3.1486 0.0166 0.3496
1 0 0 1.4941e -  12 3.1238 0.0088 0.1847
5000 1.4729e -  12 3.1378 0.0026 0.0537
We now apply the method of antithetic variâtes to both approaches in this example. 
Based on three independent samples from the simulation algorithm (m =  50), Table 
6.9 lists the approximate posterior computations of interest for the importance sampling 
approach and Table 6.10 lists the corresponding computations for control variâtes. The 
reduction in sampling variability achieved by applying antithetic control variâtes is ap­
parent here. In particular, we see that Table 6.10 has posterior expectation estimates of 
two decimal places of accuracy when m = 100. We also see that Table 6.10 has standard 
and relative errors that are less than 50% of those in Table 6.9.
We now examine the accuracy of the approximations (5.29) and (6.21) for marginal 
densities on the basis of the three independent samples obtained above. As in the previ­
ous example, we examine the /?o marginal. Figure 6.19 presents the resulting marginal 
posterior estimates (dashed lines) obtained by applying the importance sampling ap­
proximation (5.29) in the case z =  1 and Figure 6.20 presents the corresponding plots for 
the control variâtes approximation (6.21). The solid line in both figures represents the 
resulting /3q marginal obtained by applying (6.21) in the case when m  = 5000. The slight 
decrease in sampling variability achieved by applying control variâtes is again apparent. 
The sampling variability is decreased even further in Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22 by 
using (5.29) and (6.21) in the case of antithetic variâtes respectively. Finally, as in the 
previous example, the marginal posterior density estimates can be further improved by 
normalising.
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Table 6.9: Approximate posterior computations for motorette data using the antithetic 
importance sampling approach.
m c~^ Ep S p r p
50 1.4087e -  1 2 3.1453 0.0253 0.5317
50 1.4186e -  1 2 3.1581 0.0185 0.3883
50 1.4845e - 1 2 3.1385 0.0177 0.3719
Table 6.10: Approximate posterior computations for motorette data using the antithetic 
control variâtes approach.
m Ep Sp rp
50 1.4374e - 1 2 3.1363 0.0059 0.1238
50 1.4543e - 1 2 3.1430 0.0085 0.1789
50 1.4879e - 1 2 3.1414 0.0069 0.1440
As a final note on this example we discuss the improvement in sampling variability 
achieved by the combined use of antithetic and control variâtes. In the case of posterior 
expectations, the decrease in sampling variability is evident from a comparison of the 
results of Table 6.7 and Table 6.10. In the case of marginal densities, the variability 
reduction is apparent on comparison of Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.22. This indicates 
that the antithetic and control variâtes approach produces significant gains over straight 
importance sampling and can be sufficiently accurate when the value of m  is small.
In the examples considered so far, our approximation methods have worked out very 
well. The next example illustrates how the methods can fail and indicates that some 
further development is necessary.
EX A M PL E  6.2. Censored regression (continued): Box-Cox transformed model 
For the motorette data given in Table 3.3 we now consider a normal linear model under 
a power transformation indexed by the unknown parameter A, and then attempt to 
estimate the A marginal via our approximation methods.
Let t be a failure time and define
{t^ — 1)/A (A ^  0),
 ^ logt (A =  0).
Suppose that, for some unknown value of A,
t i { \ )  =  a  +  (3{vi -  i;) +  a c i,
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Figure 6.19: Censored regression data (quadratic model). Marginal posterior density 
estimates of Pq. Importance sampling approximation (5.29) with m = 100 (dashed 
lines); exact (solid line).
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Figure 6.20: Censored regression data (quadratic model). Marginal of Pq. Control
variâtes approximation (6.21) with m  = 100 (dashed lines); exact (solid line).
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Figure 6.21: Censored regression data (quadratic model). Marginal of Pq. Importance 
sampling approximation (5.29) using antithetic variâtes with m =  50 (dashed lines); 
exact (solid line).
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Figure 6.22: Censored regression data (quadratic model). Marginal of /3q. Control
variâtes approximation (6.21) using antithetic variâtes with m =  50 (dashed lines); exact
(solid line).
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where ti is the ith. failure time, V{ = 1000/(temperature +  273.2), v = Y^Vifn and the 
errors are assumed to be independent and follow a standard normal distribution.
As pointed out by Sweeting (1984), it will be more convenient to rewrite the model in 
the form
ti{\) = -  1)/A +  {v^4>){vi - v ) - \ -  (z/\)e*,
where
Î /=  (1 + Ao;)^/ ,^ = 'y =
The resulting parameterisation also agrees with Cox and Reid’s (1987) approximate 
orthogonal parameterisation.
Reorder the original data so that the first m  observations are uncensored, with observed 
failure times ti, and the remaining n — m  are censored at times c%. Write ti = v~^ti, 
Ci =  p~^Ci, g =  iYliLiti)^^'^ and m  =  ({){vi — v).  The log-likelihood function oî 9 =  
(A, 7], (j), ■0), where r] — log u and ^  =  log 7 , is
±  |  ~  ^ { l  -  $  ~  }  ,
from which 6 is found to be (—0.2519,7.9017,11.3760, —0.3411) and
J  =
(  113.3373 -74.7712 5.4548 41.2347 \
-74.7712 84.2770 -3.5497 -32.3574
5.4548 -3.5497 0.7226 -0.2864
V 41.2347 -32.3574 -0.2864 41.4700 /
We assume a noninformative uniform prior density for 9. With regard to the choice of 
prior distribution see, for example. Box and Cox (1964) who suggest a noninformative 
prior distribution that has the non-Bayesian property of depending to some extent on 
the data. An alternative choice of prior which is not outcome-dependent was suggested 
by Pericchi (1981) and then modified by Sweeting (1984). Our choice of a uniform prior 
for 9 is equivalent to the recommendation in Sweeting (1984).
In order to examine the accuracy of our approximations to the A marginal we need to 
obtain the exact marginal density of A. The signed-root based algorithm was run with 
m = 1000 and the resulting A marginal (dotted line) obtained by applying (6.21) in 
the case i = 1 is depicted in Figure 6.23, along with the asymptotic approximation 
(solid line) obtained via formula (2.34). As can be seen from Figure 6.23, the estimated 
marginal (6.21) lies completely below the asymptotic approximation. The area under 
the estimated marginal is found to be 0.9187 by numerical integration. In theory, this
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Figure 6.23: Censored regression data (Box-Cox transformed model). Marginal posterior 
density of A. Approximation (6 .2 1 ) with m = 1000 (dotted line); with m  =  5000 (dashed 
line); asymptotic approximation (solid line).
area should be one. The dashed line in Figure 6.23 represents the resulting A marginal 
obtained by applying (6.21) when m = 5000. The new area under this marginal is found 
to be 0.8002, which is obviously worse than before.
Looking at the results in Figure 6.23, it is unclear what is happening. These results 
suggest examining the importance weights for j  =  1, . . .  ,m. Examining the weights for 
j  =  1 , . . . ,  1 0 0 0 , we find that all 1 0 0 0  weights are quite small with the exception of three 
very large weights, 779.9576, 388.3617 and 100.5214.
Focusing on the maximum outlying weight to start the investigation, we find that, for 
j  =  664,
—r
i=l
d
7.3514 X  116.3325 x 1.0107 x 0.9117 =  788.0292.
Asymptotically, each ç*(rj) — )• 1 and so n t= i ^Xn) — > 1. This suggests that q^(r2 ) 
based on 77 is causing the problem. As a follow-up to the investigation of the cause of 
this problem, the profile score function of 77 was examined, fixing A at its value when 
j  = 664. The first-order approximation to the marginal posterior distribution of 77 is
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T] ~  A^(7.9017,0.03), and we would expect this score function to be approximately linear 
in the 3-standard deviation region (7.3824,8.4211). However, it can be seen from Figure 
6.24 that it is not linear. This is causing the instability in the importance weights, leading 
to the variability in the estimated marginal (6.21) in this example.
We next examine the precision of the approximation (6.21) if we simply remove the 
outlying weights. This may be reasonable as the proportion of the outlying weights 
is only 3/1000 =  0.003. The resulting A marginal (dashed line) is plotted in Figure 
6.25, along with the asymptotic approximation (solid line) and the original estimated 
marginal (dotted line) based on m =  1000. The new marginal is slightly to the left of the 
asymptotic approximation and its precision is close to the precision of the asymptotic 
approximation. The area under the new marginal is found to be 1.031 which is a more 
satisfactory value.
We remark that the device of getting rid of outlying weights provides a consistent estim­
ator as m —> oo of the marginal posterior distribution conditional on the weights being 
less than an arbitrary threshold point, but will be inconsistent for the actual marginal.
6.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we have explored the use of control variâtes based on signed roots for es­
timating univariate posterior distribution functions, posterior density functions, posterior 
moments and marginal posterior densities. As is the case with the approximations of 
Chapter 5, by obtaining an approximate sample via the importance sampling algorithm, 
the computation of these quantities is straightforward.
The results of this chapter show that the control variâtes approach produces substantial 
reductions in sampling variability when compared to straight importance sampling. In 
terms of computing overhead, the control variate methods require only slightly more 
computing time than those for importance sampling. Furthermore, like formula (5.29), 
formula (6.21) for marginal densities is only available for the first i components of 6 and 
so more investigation is required in order to obtain, for example, the marginal of the 7-th 
component of 9.
The Box-Cox transformed linear model example is an interesting one and indicates the 
limitations of the approximation methods described in this and the previous chapters. 
The simple strategy of removing the few largest weights using some threshold criterion
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Figure 6.24: Censored regression data (Box-Cox transformed model). Profile score func­
tion of T], fixing A at its value when j  = 664.
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Figure 6.25: Censored regression data (Box-Cox transformed model). Marginal of A.
Approximation (6.21) with m  = 1000 (dotted line) and without outlying weights i.e.
m  = 997 (dashed line); asymptotic approximation (solid line).
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works reasonably well, but is not very satisfactory, as simulation-consistency is sacrified. 
It would be of real interest to obtain a modification of our methods in such a way as to 
overcome the difficulty here: see Chapter 7 for further discussion.
Discussion
This thesis has been concerned with the development of asymptotic methods for Bayesian 
computation. This has been achieved by presenting in Chapter 3 some alternative formu­
lae for Bayesian Bartlett corrections, posterior expectations and predictive densities that 
are shown to possess computational advantages over previous forms obtained in Sweeting 
(1996) and, in Chapters 4-6, by developing hybrid methods involving data augmentation, 
importance sampling and asymptotics for the computation of various posterior quant­
ities of interest, including univariate posterior disribution functions, posterior density 
functions, posterior moments and marginal posterior densities. A key feature of this 
work is that the approximation formulae do not require the calculation of log-likelihood 
derivatives beyond the second order for their implementation.
Although formulae (2.17) and (3.10) for the posterior expectation of a real-valued func­
tion v{6) are equivalent to the fourth order, formula (3.10) possesses the significant 
advantage that, since 6^ = 6 ±  these values are easily computed, whereas it is
usually necessary to use Newton’s method in order to obtain 6~ and 0+ using formula 
(2.17). Computation of formulae (2.14) and (2.17) in the single parameter case is there­
fore virtually instantaneous. In the multiparameter case, the computation of (2.26) and 
(2.31) does require more work, since, as pointed out in Sweeting (1996) and in the dis­
cussion, it is necessary to include function maximization within the numerical solution 
of the non-linear equations for 6^. Formulae (3.14) and (3.17) avoid this problem. The 
slight drawback to the formulae defined in terms of standardised parameter is that they 
are no longer invariant under reparameterisation, so some care may need to be exercised 
in the choice of parameterisation.
The modified formula (3.23), correct to the same asymptotic order as formula (2.31), 
has the advantage that it expresses a posterior expectation of a function as a weighted 
average with nonnegative weights of its values at a finite number of parameter values. 
This property turns out to be particularly convenient for the approximate computation of
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predictive densities, since the approximation always produces a proper density function. 
Moreover, it is in a suitable form from which to sample, making it an attractive altern­
ative to the approximation (2.33) of Tierney and Kadane for use in approximate data 
augmentation schemes, as shown in Chapter 4. Formula (3.26) based on the standard­
ised parameter has the additional computational advantage mentioned above, although 
it loses the invariance property of formula (3.23).
It was shown in Chapter 4 that an important practical issue in data augmentation 
schemes concerns the choice of importance function on which PMDA 2 and PMDA 3 
are based. Some doubt has been cast on the validity of P{Z\6,Y)  as an appropriate 
general-purpose importance function, as convergence is seen to be quite poor. We have 
shown, however, how the new approximate formula (4.6) for a posterior predictive dens­
ity provides a stable importance function for use within the above schemes, resulting in 
the approximate scheme PMDA 2' and the exact scheme PMDA 3'. These algorithms are 
easy to implement and greatly reduce the computational burden of the full data augment­
ation algorithm. Furthermore, PMDA 1' may provide a reasonable approximation in its 
own right. Notice that we could define a variant of PMDA 2' by replacing formula (4.3) 
by formula (4.6). We do not recommend this, however, since, although the asymptotic 
accuracy of (4.6) is the same as that of (4.3) when logp(Z\0, Y)  is 0(1), it is less accurate 
otherwise. Thus (4.6) and (4.3) play complementary roles: (4.6) is most suitable as an 
importance function, whereas (4.3) is more suitable as an asymptotic approximation, 
especially when the dimension of Z  is high.
The methods developed in Chapter 4 should have application to more complex models, 
such as errors-in-variables models and longitudinal models. In particular, there is a need 
to explore the application of the modified poor man’s data augmentation algorithms 
to cases where the integration in (4.1) is intractable. In such cases the Monte Carlo 
EM algorithm (see Wei & Tanner, 1990a) could be used to obtain the maximum likeli­
hood estimate of 9 along with the observed information. In order to avoid conditional 
maximization, formula (4.6) based on the standardised parameter could now be applied. 
Furthermore, in such cases an asymptotic approximation for the augmented posterior 
density could be used if the exact form is not available.
The proposed signed-root based importance sampling algorithm has been shown to be 
useful for Bayesian computation. The results of Chapters 5 and 6 should provide the 
basis for a complete package for estimating univariate posterior disribution functions, 
posterior density functions, posterior moments and marginal posterior densities, includ-
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ing the construction of an estimator and checks on its reliability. A key feature is that, 
by obtaining an approximate sample from p{0\Y) via the simulation algorithm, the com­
putation of these approximations is straightforward. Although the approximation (5.26) 
to the marginal densities is only valid for nearly independent parameters, it possesses 
the significant advantage of applying to the marginal of the %-th component of 6, unlike 
those in the literature, such as DiCiccio et al. (1990), Tierney and Kadane (1986) and 
Sweeting (1996). Although formula (5.29) is more generally applicable, this approxima­
tion for marginal densities is only available for the first i components of 6 and so more 
investigation is required in order to obtain the marginal of the %-th component of 9 using 
a variant of formula (5.29).
The increase in precision reported for control variâtes in Chapter 6 is substantial in 
comparison with the straight importance sampling methods introduced in Chapter 5. 
In terms of computing overhead, the control variate methods require only slightly more 
computing time than those for importance sampling and the additional programming is 
straightforward. One important practical issue concerning (6.21) requires further invest­
igation. As is the case with formula (5.29), this approximation for marginal densities 
is only available for the first i components of 9. More investigation is required in order 
to obtain, for example, the marginal of the z-th component of 9. One further point in 
this chapter requiring further investigation concerns the form of the approximate pos­
terior expectation in the multiparameter case. At present, formula (6.18) exhibits the 
posterior expectation of a real-valued function v{9) as approximation (3.22) multiplied 
by a Monte Carlo correction term and it would be of interest to investigate the accuracy 
of replacing (3.22) by approximation (2.29). Finally, to avoid conditional maximization, 
formula (3.15) based on the standardised parameter and its alternative multiparameter 
summation form could be applied.
It would also of interest to explore further the Box-Cox transformed linear model ex­
ample. As discussed in Chapter 6, the approximation methods of Chapters 5 and 6 
produce some outlying weights which lead to inaccurate results. The idea of removing 
outlying weights was shown to yield a consistent estimator as m —)■ oo of the conditional 
marginal distribution, conditional on the weights being less than an arbitrary threshold 
value. But this estimator will be inconsistent for the actual marginal posterior. A sim­
ilar idea would be to decompose the integral f  g{r)(f){r)dr on which the approximation 
methods are based as
/  q{r)(t>{r)dr =  /  q{r)(f)(r)dr 4- / q{r)(j)(r)dr
J »/|r|<A J\r\>A
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=  J  q{r)(l)A{r)dre, (7.1)
where (^^(r) =  0(r)/{2$(A) — 1}, A  is some suitably large number and e is small. The 
approximation methods could then be applied to the integral on the right-hand side in 
(7.1).
Since the numerical methods and algorithms that have been used to implement the 
methods in this thesis are based on the conditional profile likelihood, it is frequently 
necessary to find the value that maximises /(0j, 0^*+^)(0i)) conditional on the
value of 9i. In his rejoinder to the discussion of Sweeting (1996), Sweeting suggests the 
approximation
0(i+i) ^  §{i+i) _  jW(6>^  _  §i) (7.2)
to the conditional maximiser 9^ ‘^ '^^\9i-i,9^) of /, where denotes the first column of 
omitting Ju] that is, Ji^ = Ji+2 ,i, • • •, Jd,i)^ - He suggested this as part of
a ‘two-pass’ method for the inversion of the signed root log-likelihood ratio. The same 
idea can be used to find a reasonable approximate value whenever 0(*+^)(0j) is required;
that is, whenever I is being evaluated at a point 9i where i < d. The derivation of (7.2)
is a first-order approximation to as a function of the scalar parameter 9^ .
More generally, a similar argument enables us to approximate by
0(^+i)(0j) =  gO+i) -  -  êj), (7.3)
where denotes the submatrix of the last (d — i) rows and the first i columns of
J. Notice that (7.3) coincides with (7.2) in the case 9i = (^j_i,0*). Since (7.3) allows 
savings in computing time, it opens up a topic for future research, namely exponential 
tilting; that is, modification of I which makes the linear approximation (7.3) to 9^'^^^\9i) 
the true conditional maximiser.
In this thesis we have explored ways in which simulation and asymptotics can be com­
bined. It would also be interesting to explore other hybrid methods, combining numerical 
integration with asymptotics, for example. One possibility for future research would be 
the application of Gaussian quadrature to densities in the near-normal form (2.4). As 
pointed out by Press et al. (1986), by choice of weights and abscissas, Gaussian quad­
rature formulae for integrals can be made exact for the class of integrands which are 
polynomials f{x)  times some known function W{x). Given W{x)^ in other words, and 
given an integer N,  we can find a set of weights Wi and abscissas Xi such that the 
approximation
p iV
W{x)f{x)dx  ~  ' ^ W i f i x i )/
2 = 1
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is exact if f(x )  is an order 2iV — 1 polynomial. Thus, by taking N  = 2, formula (2.17) for 
a posterior expectation can be viewed as a Gaussian quadrature formula which is exact 
when both q{r) and q*(r) are third-order polynomials. Prom (2.5) we see that q(r) is an 
order 3 polynomial to 0{n~^) and similarly for q*{r). In general q{r) and q*{r) are order 
k — 1 polynomials to as stated by Sweeting (1995a). This suggests that, by
application of Gaussian quadrature, expectation formulae can be derived that are exact 
to any desired asymptotic order.
Because of the low computational intensity of asymptotic methods, the relatively low 
speed of interpreted languages is not noticable for such methods. For the work in this 
thesis, the interpreted language S-f- is ideal in offering large built-in libraries of statist­
ical functions and graphical facilities, which will save time in defining distributions, in 
implementing the normal distribution 0(a;) and in importing optimisation routines such 
as Newton-Raphson. The value of good graph-plotting facilities available at a simple 
command hardly needs stating. Thus, although S4- may be slow to crunch numbers, it is 
quick to use. Further details may be found in Venables and Ripley (1997). However, S-f 
is not really fast enough to properly implement the approximation methods of Chapters 
5 and 6. There has been no time during this project to learn a functional language 
and apply it. Research into the suitability of a true functional language, such as C4—I-, 
would be worthwhile. Of particular interest would then be a comparison of the meth­
ods discussed in this thesis with Markov chain Monte Carlo (McMC) sampling methods, 
as it would reveal advantages and disadvantages of our methods over McMC. General 
McMC sampling algorithms include the Gibbs sampler (e.g., Geman and Geman, 1984 
and Gelfand and Smith, 1990), the Metropolis algorithm (e.g.. Metropolis et al, 1953 and 
Hasting, 1970), hybrid algorithms (e.g., Müller, 1991 and Tierney, 1994) and hit-and-run 
algorithm (e.g.. Smith, 1984 and Chen and Schmeiser, 1993, 1996).
In summary, this thesis has demonstrated that asymptotic methods have applications 
either in their own right or as a part of hybrid computational schemes. The examples 
given show that the resulting approximations can be very accurate when the right method 
is chosen for a problem. The general discussion indicates that the methods will have many 
more applications than there has been time to investigate here.
■ A
P ow er  series expansion of  Q(z)
We derive the expansion (3.2) of Section 3.2.
By expanding ln{9) in a Taylor series about we obtain an expansion for Wn{9) which 
gives the expansion
4
for r{9), suppressing the dependence on n, where ci =  1 and Cj = , j  > 1
(Sweeting, 1995a). Therefore
V ,  o  q
— =  1 4"  C2Z 4 “ 4 ” C4Z  z
so that, by inversion, z jr  has an expansion of the form
— =  1 4“ d\z  4“ (^ 2%^ 4“ d^z^ r
where dj = 0{n~^^^), j  > I. It now follows from (2.5) and (3.1) that
Q{z) = ^ {1 4- nr 4- 4- cr^}
=  j  4- uz 4 - brz 4 - cr^zr.
2 ,
—  14“ {di 4“ c l ) z  4“ (<^2 4“ b)z 4“ d^z 
where dg =  0(n~^l‘^) and (3.2) and (3.3) follow.
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Exact expectation formulae in exponential 
families
We show that formula (3.10) yields the exact posterior expectation for the expectation 
parameter in an exponential family under a uniform prior for the canonical parameter. 
Suppose that the likelihood function takes the form
L{6) = exp {t9 — tik{9)} .
We first note that, with a uniform prior for 9, the exact posterior expectation of the 
expectation parameter k {9) of the family is
/oo- G O J,d—riK^E{ k W |X }  =   =  i
£ eoo
since
j ° °  -  nK'{0)} =  0 .
We start with z based on the canonical parameter 9] that is, we take 2: =  J^/^{9 — 9). 
Then
X{9-) -X{9+) X{9-)n9+) -  X(9+)l'{9-)
i'{e-) i'{9+) i'(e+)i'(9-)  ^ ■ ’
which implies that
a = T V(9-) j  X(9-)l'(9+) -  X(9+)l'(9-)
and hence
= -A (^+)f'(^-)A(^-)f'(6»+) -  A(^+)ZX^-) '
Substituting in approximation (3.10) for the values of a~,o:'^ and r , we see that the 
approximate posterior expectation of v(9) takes the form
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Substituting I'(6) = t — nn [6) for l'{6) in (B.2) we obtain
{t -  UK {e^)}v(e-)\{e-) - { t -  nn {e-)}v{e+)x(e+)
t{X{e~) -  A(d+)} -  n{n {9+)X{6-) -  k {9~)X{9+)}
Now take X{9) oc 1. Then
■ t { v ( e - ) - v ( e +) } - n { v { e - ) K{ e + ) - v ( 0 +) K{ _ e - ) }
{v{9~) -  v{9+)}t v{9-)k (6>+) -  v{9+)k! (9~)
{k'(9-) -  k'(9+)}n K (9~) -  K (9-^)
Suppose now that v(9) = k {9). Then from (B.3) we see that
(B.3)
2
E { K ( e ) \ x } = ^ - ,  
which is the exact posterior expectation of k {9), as asserted.
Finally, we show that this remains true whatever parameter z is based on. It is well 
known that the asymptotic mean and variance oî (j) = 4>{9), a reparametrization of 9 via 
an arbitrary one-to-one transformation, are related to the asymptotic mean and variance 
of 9 by
4’ = 40 ) ,  J^'- = Jg'-
from which the quantities =  0 ±  are readily obtained. Write /(^) =  l{9{(j))) for 
the loglikelihood parameterized in terms of (f). Then
% )  =  z ' W ) ) ^  .
Further, the prior density Â parameterized in terms of ^ is
Â(</)) =  •
These formulae imply that formulae (B.l) to (B.3) are unchanged, but with a different 
definition of 9~ and 9'^, and we reach the same conclusion. In particular, we deduce that 
formula (2.17) based on the SRLLR r also gives the exact answer in this case.
—  c
A sym pto tic  error of equation (4~3)
Wei and Tanner (1990a) use equation (2.33) of Tierney and Kadane (1986) to obtain 
the approximation (4.3) to the predictive distribution p{Z\Y). When the conditional 
predictive distribution p(Z|0, K) is of order 0(1), it follows from Tierney and Kadane 
(1986) that (4.3) is accurate to 0 (n “ ^). Here we further investigate the error in this 
approximation.
It follows immediately from (2.21) and (2.27) that the augmented posterior density 
p{0\Y, Z) may be approximated by
{ 1 -  e * ) }  ( c . i )
to 0(n~^), where rf  is 0{n~^) and the normalising constant s* =  1 +  0 (n “ ^). Substi­
tuting (C.I) in expression (4.4), we obtain the 0(n~^) approximation
On taking 6 = 6 we see that, to 0 (n “ ^),
piZ\Y)  oc f  . (C.2)
I  P0)LHO) I
Now from Sweeting (1996) the correction term s* may be taken as 1 b* to 0 (n “ ^), 
where b* = 0{n~^). When \ogp{Z\6,Y) is 0(1) it follows from Tierney and Kadane 
(1986) that the error in (4.3) is 0 (n “ ^). This can also be seen from (C.2) by showing 
that 6* =  6 -f 0 (n “^), where b is the corresponding quantity for the original data set Y  
and therefore does not depend on Z. However, iîlogp{Z\9,Y)  is 0 (n) then in general 
b* — b = 0{n~^) and so in this case we see from (C.2) that (4.3) holds to 0{n~^).
One reason for using the representation (C.I) to analyse the error in (4.3) is that (C.I) 
reveals clearly that the accuracy of (4.3) depends on the form of the augmented posterior, 
which is likely to be better suited to asymptotic approximation than p{9\Y), especially 
when the dimension of Z  is high.
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